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TIME OUT | MARK SULLIVAN
Trying Times
These are the times that try men’s souls,” was written by Thomas Paine in 1776 in his “American Crisis,”
a pamphlet that helped inspire the American Revolution. If you’re an American, of course you would
say it inspired our country. If you’re a Brit, you have a different point of view on that series of events.
Insurrection is the word you’d probably use.
Paine should have licensed the rights to that phrase because throughout history times continue to be
trying, as is the case right now in our business. There are times when economic conditions and business
in general are going to combine to whack you in the head. That is a given. What is not a given is how
you and your company will react.
Will you react with class, dignity, fortitude and consistency, or will you behave badly? That’s a question that most of us cannot answer until it happens to us. We all like to believe we’d travel the high road,
but that boulevard is indeed the road less traveled when things get rocky.
I had lunch with an industry colleague last week who was unceremoniously dumped from his most
recent post as VP–sales for a brand that had grand designs on our market. He had been on board about
a year, opened some good accounts and was starting to build a sales team. He was invited to a phone
call and was getting ready to ask for more resources to continue executing the plan everyone had signed
off on. Instead he was given two weeks salary and a pink slip.
After hearing that story, the company that fired him has very little credibility with me, and I am sure
retail accounts feel the same way. Stores made a commitment to that brand based on what they were
told. A year later, it’s clear the word of that company meant very little.
Brands are certainly not the only ones guilty of backing out of commitments. When business conditions get tight, retailers are famous for throwing their weight around. I completely understand cancelling
orders. Too much inventory in the marketplace is bad for all parties concerned. But what sticks in my
craw is when retailers re-write the rules after

There are times when economic
conditions and business in
general are going to combine
to whack you in the head.

the deal goes bad. “I know we agreed to a
certain set of terms, but now we need you to
agree to a new deal if you want to continue
the relationship.” That’s not really my idea
of a relationship, at least a good one. One
party is behaving badly and although commerce may continue, the relationship will
never be the same.
Paine’s use of the word “soul” is interesting, especially since it goes all the way back
to 1776. Back then soul was defined as the
spiritual part of a human, so what Paine was

really saying is that tough times tried our spirits. Over time the use of the word “soul” has broadened.
If a guy had “soul” that meant he was a good person who could be trusted. African Americans coined
the term “soul brother” to mean someone whose interests and beliefs aligned with your own. And “soul
mate” means much the same thing in a romantic context.
So I’d like to believe that when times get tough, we can all look into our spiritual soles and display
some soul. That we can be honest people and use our power for good. Simply put, let’s not be dicks.
Although I promise you the temptation to behave in a dicky manner will be great.
By the way, Paine’s timeless quote appeared in “American Crisis,” but his most famous work had a
title that is applicable to today, too. It was called “Common Sense.” O
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IN THE MARKET
Lids Sports Group Working on Recovery

T

he Genesco-owned Lids retail
banners and shop-in-shops
inside Macy’s stores offering
licensed sportswear and
merchandise are accelerating
an already year-long initiative
to purge excess inventory and
reshape to become more profitable.
Genesco CEO Bob Dennis is temporarily
stepping into the role as president of Lids, a
position he once held, to replace Ken Kocher,
and the Genesco business segment is slowing down “meaningful” store growth until it
further solidifies its execution plan.
In January, Genesco sold the Lids Team
Sports’ unit to BSN Sports, gaining $7.3 million
on the divestiture.
“We believe Lids is poised for a much better
performance and multi-year recovery,” Dennis
proclaimed during Genesco’s fourth quarter
and year-end conference call. “Lids will be a
gross margin recovery story and comp sales
will be flat to down in the near-term,” he said.
In its most recent fiscal year ended Jan.
31, Lids Sports Group generated eight percent revenue growth to $975.5 million but
annual operating profit slid 65 percent to
slightly above $17 million. The Macy’s business, unprofitable last year, is forecast to
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show considerable improvement this year.
In the year’s final quarter where revenues
rose two percent despite college football
and NFL playoff headwinds, the segment
faced increased gross margin pressure as
the chain took additional steps to right-size
its inventory of licensed merchandise.
But LSG did generate a strong 39 percent
increase in direct-to-consumer sales in
the fourth quarter as Genesco turned to
a Locate system, giving online access to
an additional 50,000 SKUs from inventory
located in stores.
Genesco’s increased confidence in a
turnaround for LSG, which ended the
fiscal year with 1364 locations after
opening 27 and closing 59 doors during
the period, is tied to a handful of factors.
For one, the business intends to develop a
“healthier store base” by closing doors or
renegotiating rents on 50 underperforming
locations over the next two years via lease
expirations and kick outs. Genesco is also
intent on improving LSG’s omni-channel
capabilities via Locate adjustments and an
expansion of the same system to Canada,
a new front end platform for Lids.com and
stronger relationships with the MLB, NBA,
NBA and NHL O

Hibbett Sports
Tackles Technology

ibbett Sports, the retail chain with 1044 stores
in such far-reaching locales as Ahoskie, NC,
Alabaster, AL, Coffeyville, KS, and Ripley, WV, is
preparing to offer its customers, including more
than five million loyalty club members, a host of
new omni-channel ways to buy merchandise over
the next two years.
Hibbett’s omni-channel effort is being spearheaded by Bill Quinn,
who was named VP–digital commerce late last month. First up: a
new point-of-sale system this year that will enable inventory visibility
across the chain and enable store-to-store transfers of merchandise
to complete a customer’s sale. Targeted for third quarter availability,
the initiative will also provide the retailer with the technology to better
communicate and market to its loyalty members.
By January 2017, but perhaps sooner, Hibbett will commence
a pilot store-to-home program that will allow for direct shipment
of purchases to a customer’s home. And by the second half of
next year, the retailer is promising to have its digital e-commerce
business operational.
Hibbett expects to spend $16-18 million this year on its POS
system and other early design and development work for the
omni-channel push.
Elsewhere, the retailer, whose FY16 revenues rose 3.2 percent
to $943.1 million but whose profitability fell 4.2 percent to $70.5
million, is currently pegging brick-and-mortar growth at 40-50
doors this year as it continues a focus on maintaining footwear as
its primary growth driver.
In the fourth quarter, footwear sales were up mid-single digits,
led by high single-digit improvement in women’s. By category,
lifestyle and casual were the strongest categories with double-digit
gains, followed by basketball (up mid-single) and performance
running (down low-single).
“The consumer is clearly choosing running products that are more
lifestyle-influenced,” said Jeffry O. Rosenthal, president and CEO.
Hibbett ended the fiscal year with an 11.4 percent increase in
year-over inventory to an average $271,168 per store, which was
partly attributed to rising chain investment in the sneaker category.
Difficult January sales, seasonal apparel and poor-performing
categories were the other causes for the elevated inventory level. “I
think the strategy overall for all categories is to focus on premium,”
Jared Briskin, Hibbett’s chief merchant and SVP, recently told
analysts. “That’s been our strategy and we will continue to try and
leverage that throughout this year. We feel that’s where we can do
the best job of bringing that most important premium product into
underserved isolated markets.” — Bob McGee
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The RUNNING SELECT line from
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Arch band
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Mesh venting
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Deep heel
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and friction
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IN THE MARKET
A Female Focus From Adidas

I
Adidas is getting creative with its women’s business.

n just one of several recent moves in the women’s category,
Adidas announced a new partnership with Wanderlust, a company
that produces yoga lifestyle events around the world. The multiyear partnership targets both men and women, but most directly
zeroes in on female millennials.
Wanderlust hosts multi-day festivals and single-day events
that merge the energy of a music festival into the community
atmosphere of a yoga and fitness event. Adidas will present all of the
“Wanderlust 108” events in the U.S. Wanderlust 108 is the world’s only
“mindful triathlon,” consisting of a 5K run, a large scale outdoor yoga
class and a guided meditation. Wanderlust and Adidas will also team up
on media content campaigns.
This partnership comes on the heels of Adidas’ recent launch of a
new global initiative dedicated to the female athlete titled “I’m Here to
Create,” a film series capturing authentic moments in the lives of real
female athletes.
Adidas execs see huge potential in the women’s area, according to
recent comments by CEO Herbert Hainer, who noted that Adidas hopes
to “unlock” that potential “in the next few years.”
Adidas also recently introduced Avenue A, a quarterly women’s-only
subscription service that offers a “curated box” containing premium
running and training products. Adidas will collaborate with fashionforward trendsetters and trainers to hand pick an array of products for
each shipment that the brand feels exemplify style and performance.
The first shipment of Avenue A, for Spring 2016, includes the PureBOOST
X, the brand’s new running shoe designed specifically for women that
features a first-of-its-kind floating arch to provide unrivalled support.
Avenue A subscribers will receive four boxes per year at $150 per
box. While the content of each shipment is a surprise, the box will be
filled with three to five premium items — a mix of footwear, apparel and
accessories appropriate for the season. O

SIX:02 Gets Fine-tuning From Foot Locker

D
Door growth will slow in 2016 for Foot Locker’s women’s concept.
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oor growth for Foot Locker’s women’s-specific SIX:02
format will slow this year as Foot Locker develops and
initiates a brand awareness campaign for the 30-door
chain, resets product assortments, re-launches the SIX:02
website and works “to create pinnacle SIX:02 experiences”
inside flagship New York City stores in April on 34th
Street and later at its Times Square location.
Foot Locker CEO Dick Johnson says the company believes it overemphasized the performance aspect of what SIX:02 customers want in
terms of athletic and inspired apparel. While performance functionality is important, he adds, so are products with a sharp fashion edge.
Johnson, citing Puma’s product launches with Rihanna as an example,
says the retailer is working with vendors on elevated product offerings
through innovation, style and scarcity.
“It’s really more style and making sure that it’s (product mix) not
necessarily being the ripped hard body. It’s more about looking great as
I do things,” says Johnson describing the SIX:02 customer, adding Foot
Locker is confident that SIX:02 is its go-forward banner for the women’s
business.
On the senior management front, Foot Locker has given Natalie Ellis
the full reins at SIX:02, shifting responsibility for the Lady Foot Locker
business to Andy Gray.
“We have come to realize that the core customer of Lady Foot Locker
is more similar to the female Foot Locker customer than she is to the
SIX:02 customer,” Johnson says. O
sportsinsightmag.com
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eebok has made some tweaks
to the running shoe it introduced
with Pump technology last year,
resulting in the new Reebok
ZPUMP 2.0 Fusion. The shoe
aims for a street style look to
go along with its Pump Tech
that is designed for a custom, “locked in” fit
for the wearer.
The ZPUMP Fusion 2.0 is built upon Reebok’s
iconic innovation, The Pump. The technology
utilizes Reebok’s proprietary air-filled bladder
that uniquely molds to the wearer, providing a
custom fit for any foot. The new version of the

shoe also has a seamless PowerFrame, which
helps keep the air-filled bladder closer to the foot.
It also features carbonated foam midsole for a
soft, lightweight cushioned feel.
When The Pump actuator on the heel of the
ZPUMP Fusion 2.0 is pushed, air is channeled
through the valve and into the air-filled cage,
enabling it to fill and clasp around the upper and
heel in a way unique to each foot. Some people
may require three pumps, while others may
require 10. To release the air, runners can simply
deflate using the release valve.
“Most shoes are made to fit a standard foot,
but a standard size foot does not exist,” explains

Scott Daley, GM of running at Reebok. “With The
Pump technology, you get a shoe that molds
to your foot for a fit that’s ideal for running in a
variety of conditions.”
The $100 shoe, available in sporting goods
doors now, features subtler graphics than the
initial version from a year ago and it is aimed at
the “activity-based, intermediate runner,” according to Daley. Reebok is aware that not all young
consumers know The Pump technology and as
such the brand is “focusing on the last five feet of
retail,” says Daley, and making an effort to ensure
that consumers can “interact with the product
and try it on.” O

Speeding Towards Rio
Speedo LZR Fit
Thin Strap One
Piece swimsuit,
left, and Star
Hoodie, right.

Performance swimwear gets plenty of buzz
every four years around the Olympics, but
rarely do the super tech swimsuits move
into the mainstream. Heading into Rio
this summer Speedo has its sights set on
showcasing its performance offerings and
bringing the buzz to its fitness and recreational products, too. Among the highlights of its Spring and Summer lines are
a reimagined version of its high-end
LZR Racer swimwear into lower price
point LZR Fit suits and a broad array
of lifestyle/casual apparel that hits on
the athleisure trend. Highlights of
the lifestyle collection include tanks,
hoodies and tees. O
sportsinsightmag.com

Listen to a podcast with Dave Coradini, VP–sales and
sponsorships at Spalding at InsideInsight.com

Spalding Scores with New Campaign

A

new marketing campaign from Spalding called #TrueBelievers targets a millennial audience by building a global, multi-platform world around the modern player’s lifestyle. It aims to leverage social media and digital content in
ways that spark people to share their own True Believers spirit.
Front and center are young NBA stars Damian Lillard of the Portland
Trail Blazers and DeMar DeRozan of the Toronto Raptors. The duo took
part in a special Periscope interview to kick off the campaign. They
also took part in digital takeovers on NBA.com and BleacherReport.com websites. The
multi-platform campaign includes layers of video storytelling, rich media, events, strong
social media presence and a new content hub on TrueBelievers.Spalding.com featuring
the Spalding Nickname Generator.
By answering a series of quick, yet intuitive questions, consumers can generate a nickname, which is then delivered to them by brand endorsers Lillard and DeRozan. These
unique names will be created for “True Believers” to discover and share on their social
networks. For a limited time every consumer who generates a nickname will be entered to
win a trip to the NBA Finals.
In partnership with Slam, Spalding and agency Walton Isaacson also will produce a threepart docu-series premiering in June and celebrating the inner confidence and True Believers
spirit shared by athletes the world over.
“As the official basketball of the NBA we have a front row seat to the passion and confidence the sport fuels among athletes and fans both on and off the court,” says Kenyatta
Bynoe, senior director of marketing at Spalding. “Our goal is to tap into that passion via storytelling across multiple channels in a way that will actively demonstrate how our products
enable confidence as well as insert Spalding into the lifestyle conversation.” O
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30% stronger and 50% thinner than conventional
mouthguards, SISU provides an unmatched
combination of strength and freedom that
allows athletes to easily talk, breathe, and drink
without ever removing their guard.
TM

Available in both adult and youth sizes, SISU
mouthguards are the ultimate athletic mouth
shields you once thought too good to be true.
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What to Do When You Miss your Numbers
issues are found it may take some
management changes and a look
at the strategy for that store.
2. Selection and store
merchandise mix.
It is hard to try to be all things
to all people. Analyze what you
do well and where you think the
growth is. Look at the categories
that are underperforming.
Sometimes you have to make
the hard decision and get out
of some categories to be able
to focus on what your customer
really wants from you. If you
devote more inventory, floor
space, training and advertising
to the segments you do best you
will see better results. Make sure
you are a specialist in what you
sell. People will come and pay a
little more if they know they will
see a good selection and people
who can really help them make
the right buying decision. If you
are not perceived as a specialist,
customers may just go ahead and
buy it online where they find the
lowest price.

So what is a
retailer to do when
they are not hitting
the key numbers in
sales, margin and
inventory?
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By Ron Menconi

T

imes are tough for
sports and outdoor
retailers. It is difficult
to squeak out any kind
of comp store increase
any more. If you do
increase sales, it is even tougher
to hit your margin and inventory
plans. We are seeing retailers large
and small have to take drastic
measures to stay in business.
The economy has been in a
rut and people are being careful
with their spending. Sports
participation is down. Many of our
youth today think “recreation”
can be found by playing games
on a big screen TV or handheld device. Retailers now have
to compete directly with their
top vendors, who have their
own stores and outlets and sell
directly online to consumers.
Sales margins are eroding due to
people shopping online for the
best price, and expecting brickand-mortar retailers to meet or

beat those prices. It is hard to
have quality service, because
you don’t produce enough highmargin sales to afford enough
dedicated full-time staff.
So what is a retailer to do
when they are not hitting the key
numbers in sales, margin and
inventory? Here are some ideas
on where to start.
1. Do a thorough analysis of
where the numbers are off.
Category by category, store by
store. When things are off, it
usually is not across the board
in all areas. Some will be up,
some may be flat, and there will
be some that are way off. Find
specific areas to dig into. You can
use a store ranking report that
reveals by category how certain
stores perform versus other
stores. For example: if one of
your stores is ranked in the top
10 percent in company sales, but
is in the lower third in a specific
category, flag that store in order
to find the reason. If serious

3. Vendors and SKUs.
Who are the vendors that are real
partners with your company?
Many retailers buy from too many
companies and it makes it hard to
do the best in-store presentation
with your top vendors. When you
cut out some vendors you will do
a better job with the remaining
best ones. You can merchandise
it the right way, carry more of
the top selling products, qualify
for bigger discounts with higher
purchase volume and be more
important to that vendor in your
market. When a vendor sees
you are making an increased
commitment to their brand
they are more likely to step up
and support you with a better
program, fixtures, special buys
and co-op advertising.
4. Take a look at the
pricing strategy.
A retailer needs to be competitive,
but you don’t have to be the
lowest price on everything. There
sportsinsightmag.com

are key items in every department
that are price sensitive and
customers are aware of the right
price. But for every one that is
sensitive, there are a lot more that
people do not have a clue on what
the right price is. Be right on price
on the key items, but for every
price you lower find two items
you can mark up. Take a look at
items that are $3.99, $8.99, 13.99
or $17.99, and so on. See if you
can take them up a dollar or two.
If you are still under $5, $10 or $20
you will not be perceived as high
priced. The same goes for higher
priced items. Why mark items
$65, $75 or $89? Mark them up to
$69.99, $79 and $99 unless they
are sold everywhere, and they are
sensitive. You can still be known
as a low price leader if you focus
on the right price on just the right
items. You can increase your
overall gross margin by several
basis points and not hurt sales
with this strategy.
5. Get a regular report on the
top 20 selling items each day.
The top 20 by unit sales and total
dollars. Some retailers do the top
sellers by each department. If you
only do this weekly you might
run out in some stores before you
can boost in stock levels. Why
are they the top items? Is this a
one-time spike or a trend? Look
at inventory levels and what the
service level is for restocking.
Should these items be moved to a
feature location or end base? Are
there accessories or add-on items
that go with these higher volume
items that should be featured with
them? Are the increased sales on
these items only at certain stores?
If so, what can you do to boost
sales in all stores? Should these
items be featured online, or in
a focused email you can act on
quickly? If you can react quicker
than your competitors, you will
get more market share and be
known for being a retailer that
is on top of the trends. This was
very important for us in areas
like fishing. If a certain lure or
accessory was hot for catching

sportsinsightmag.com

Sometimes you have
to make the hard
decision and get out
of some categories to
be able to focus on
what your customer
really wants from you.
fish in an area, the word would
travel fast, and if you were out of
stock, you would lose that sale,
and future sales.
6. Do you need to make
a buyer change?
If the buyer is not someone willing
to take a risk from time to time, and
be on top of trends, you may want
to make a change. In this age of
systems, some buyers are reluctant
to add new items and the work it
takes to set them up. Some buyers
have too many categories they
have to cover. A buyer can only
really handle so many vendors and
SKUs before they get bogged down.
In my experience, I found that
adding a new buyer and splitting up

responsibilities usually resulted in
an increase in sales and growth in
categories. Be aware that it is more
work to be an apparel or footwear
buyer. Most apparel and footwear
products need to be reviewed after
each season and many SKUs are
discontinued. Most hard goods
items continue year after year
and there are not the amount
of clearance and discontinued
products to deal with.
7. Take a close look at your
sales staff and labor costs.
This goes along with being a
specialist. You can’t sell specialty
product if you don’t have staff
that really know the merchandise.
Many retailers today are going
with largely part-time people for
flexibility in scheduling, lower pay
and no cost to them for benefits.
The problem with this is that you
do not get a committed worker
that is looking for a future with
the company. Full-time employees
who are involved, committed
and eager to be trained, will take
customer service to a higher
level. They become those team
members that customers come

in and ask for by name, and
spread the word to their friends.
In most cases one of these fulltime experts can handle more
customers and sell more than two
or three untrained part-timers.
You can justify some higher
prices if you have the kind of
knowledgeable people who know
what they are selling and creating
a loyal customer base.
These are just a few ideas that
can help to turn around lagging
sales and profits. There are other
areas tying in online sales and
email marketing that can help
to bring in customers, but it is
important that the consumer
shopping your establishment
feels valued, and knows they have
come to the right place when they
are shopping in your store. O

Ron Menconi was
SVP-merchandise and
marketing for G.I. Joe’s
for more than 10 years.
He is currently president
of Menconi Consulting,
which works within the
sports and outdoor
industries at retail and
wholesale. He can
be reached at
ron.menconi@gmail.com
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The Sports Authority Hits Bankruptcy
The Industry Is Envisioning Life with a Smaller, or Possibly Non-existent, Big-box Retailer.
By Tim Sitek
aced with massive debt, a
decision to bypass a key
interest payment on bonds,
stiff competition and
struggling stores, Sports
Authority faces a troubling
future. All of this shows the downside
of a powerful player as creditors,
landlords and suppliers wonder how
much – or if – they will get paid. And,
in the case of the latter, will suppliers
be able to count on Sports Authority
to sell as much product or any product at all?
Speculation runs the gamut of
options, starting with emerging as a
shadow of its former self by shedding

on March 2. While historically closemouthed on its sales, much less its
profitability, the petition no longer
allowed the retailer to hide behind its
private status. The petition shows just
how fast the ship had been sinking:
• Crushing debt stood at well more
than $1 billion in principal plus
accrued interest.
• Net losses continued to mount,
reaching $157 million, before taxes,
just since January 2014. From 20032014, those losses were estimated at
nearly $205 million.
• Trade debt stood at nearly $179
million, with heavy exposure to Nike
($47.9 million), Asics ($23.3 million)
and Under Armour ($23.2 million).
Those three suppliers can handle the

nearly half of its stores. Others aren’t
so sure the chain will ever right the
ship, but rather join countless other
retailers that became shipwrecks.
TSA has been in troubled waters for
the past few years, but a giant wave
rocked the industry in January, when
the chain announced that it would
forego a $21 million interest payment
on $343 million in subordinated debt.
Many industry insiders speculated
that the chain was playing “a game
of chicken” with its creditors after
bypassing its interest payment. But
it eventually crossed that road when
TSA went well beyond its 30-day grace
period on its default and finally filed
its Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Petition

exposure, but smaller suppliers may
find it more difficult, such as Shock
Doctor ($3.2 million), Rip Curl ($2.5
million) and McDavid ($1.7 million).
Under Armour stated that it didn’t
expect its exposure to impact its sales
and profit projections. UA plans to
offset any impact of the bankruptcy
through “continued sales to The
Sports Authority and sales through
other channels and customers.”
Other suppliers weren’t nearly as
optimistic. Performance Sports Group,
a supplier of team sports equipment
under the Bauer and Easton brands,
slashed its profit forecast for the current fiscal year by 55 cents to a range
of 12 cents to 14 cents from a range of

F

Many industry insiders
speculated that the chain
was playing “a game of
chicken” with its creditors
after bypassing its interest
payment. But it eventually
crossed that road when
TSA went well beyond its
30-day grace period on
its default and finally filed
its Chapter 11 Bankruptcy
Petition on March 2.
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66 cents to 69 cents. Nine cents of the
shortfall was attributed to anticipated
losses from “a U.S. national sporting
goods retailer that has filed under
chapter 11.”
The Sports Authority’s bankruptcy
shouldn’t have been much of a
surprise. In early December, senior
lenders had already retained a law
firm to protect their investments.
Negotiations on managing debt seemingly didn’t suit either side, so TSA
opted to skip the interest payment.
Now, the retailer must radically
change its operations. FTI Consulting
reviewed the chain’s holdings before
the bankruptcy and it recommended
it shore up its hull by shedding up to
200 stores and two of its five distribution centers. TSA sought permission
from the courts to cut its store count
by nearly a third, with 140 stores
put on the block and those two distribution centers closed. The stores
to be closed covered a wide swath
across the country: 25 in Texas, 19 in
California, 18 in Florida, 11 in Illinois,
and more from Arizona to Virginia.
Those closings started even as
lenders and TSA talked. Early in the
process, even before official word
about the bankruptcy filing was
heard, the chain began the difficult
process of plugging the leaks in its
sinking ship by announcing layoffs,
store closings and more:
• In late January, it cut about 100 jobs
mainly at its Englewood, CO, corporate headquarters. The cuts included
16 people in its team sales division.
• On Feb. 12, upper management told
employees at its Denver and Aurora
distribution centers that it would shutter the operations by the end of April.
Each center employs about 60 people.
• Days later, employees were told that
Sports Authority would close all 25
of its stores in Texas. Some of those
Texas stores already had trucks loading up merchandise to be shipped to
other stores.
• Store closings were also announced
on its home turf, including the famous
Sports Castle in downtown Denver.
Employees at the Sports Castle were
seen loading merchandise onto pallets
to ship to a nearby store. On Feb. 19,
the Sports Castle became a liquidation
center. Employees told customers the
store would close.
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It’s an ironic twist of fate for what
was once the industry’s largest
retailer when investment powerhouse
Leonard Green & Partners bought
the chain for $1.4 billion. It certainly
had all intentions of ensuring TSA
remained Number One so it could flip
it. In 2003, Gart Sports, the venerable
Colorado sporting goods company,
merged with Florida-based Sports
Authority. The $500 million deal
combined the two companies under
Sports Authority’s flag at Gart Sports’
headquarters in Englewood.
But other competitors simply fired
too many volleys at Sports Authority’s
ship, which was saddled with crushing
debt from the leveraged buyout.
The year before the chain was taken
private by Leonard Green & Partners
in 2006, Sports Authority was pulling
in annual revenue of about $2.5 billion, a figure close to Dick’s Sporting
Goods’ 2005 sales of $2.6 billion.
Within 10 years, Dick’s became the
clear leader. Sports Authority’s store
count went up from 400 to around
470, but its revenue barely budged.
Dick’s showed sales of $7.3 billion this
year while tripling its store count. And
many of TSA’s stores compete directly
with Dick’s. That overlap is staggering:
40 percent of its stores sit within five
miles of a Dick’s; two-thirds are
only 10 miles.
Not surprisingly, Dick’s is licking
its chops and is certainly reviewing a
number of TSA locations. In its yearend conference call on March 8, Ed
Stack, Dick’s chairman and CEO, said
the company will look closely at some
of TSA’s leases. “They’ve got some
real estate that we would be interested in and we will be taking a look
at that and see if it makes economic
sense with what the value of the leases,” Stack promised.
And if TSA needs to cut more, Dick’s
stands ready to pounce, Stack noted.
“We’re making the investments we feel
necessary to capture a big part of that
vacated market share with the TSA
closings,” Stack added. “We want that
business to come to us as opposed to
somebody else, and we’re going to be
very aggressive.”
Just “who is buying?” remains to be
seen. The court gave TSA until the end
of April to sell or exit those leases. In
the meantime, the chain is steering its
ship on another possible course as it
works with creditors to dramatically
reduce its $1.1 billion in debt, slim
down operations and emerge lean and
competitive.
“We’re charging down both paths,”
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Sports Authority CEO Michael Foss
told the Denver Post. “We don’t
know which path we’ll end up going
down, but we want to make sure
we’ve looked at everything broadly
and determined what’s best for all
four constituencies” — financial
stakeholders, employees, customers
and vendors.
“I think this will all come to fruition
over the next month or two months,”
Foss told the paper in early March.
Barring this, TSA may go dark just
as other stores have who were faced
with such uncertainty. Borders and
Circuit City are examples of troubled
chains that called it quits. Closer to
home, City Sports and GI Joe’s did too.
In his interview, Foss said the
company expects to eventually let go
about 3400 of its 15,000 employees.
In its petition, its first option is to
emerge as a 320-store operation with a
greater focus on e-commerce, privatelabel sales and customer service, Foss
said. After all, its e-commerce sales
stood at nearly $208 million last year,
up nearly 42 percent. Plus, its bankruptcy may allow it to get out from
under its contract with GSI Commerce.
And it still has great brand recognition, with almost 29 million members
in The League, its loyalty program
launched in 2012. Even that could be
up for sale, with plenty of data on its
most loyal shoppers, with 62 percent
of its sales coming from just one-fifth
of its customer base.
TSA also has built some privatelabel lines that could fetch a buyer
— Tommy Armour and RAM Golf, outdoor apparel in Alpine Design, its yoga
lines of Aspire and Bloom, as well as
athletic, swim, biking and snow sports.
Some analysts have their doubts
about TSA’s prospects. Jon Schallert,
a business and retail analyst with the
Schallert Group Inc. in Longmont, CO,
told the Denver Post that TSA faces
some big icebergs.
“If (Sports Authority) is really proactive, they’ll start looking at smaller,
more specialized formats,” he said.
“The problem with large companies
like this is they don’t want to reinvent
to the extent that consumers are telling them they should.”
You can close stores to cut costs,
but can you deliver a more enticing option to shoppers? Schallert
asked. Otherwise, look for TSA to follow those other big-box chains that
couldn’t change with the times.
“Historically with retail trends, 90
percent of the time a move like this is
usually not enough,” Schallert said of

plans to just shut doors.
“There may not be room for a
Sports Authority today,” bankruptcy
expert Chuck Tatelbaum, told the
Record, a New Jersey newspaper.
“With Modell’s and Dick’s, you’ve got
formidable competitors who have
existing names, existing everything,”
Tatelbaum added. “Sports
Authority’s name has been dragged
down because the inventory hasn’t
been full, hasn’t been complete. The
sales team hasn’t been like they have
at other stores,” he said.
Howard Davidowitz, chairman of
Davidowitz & Associates, a national
retail consulting and investment
banking firm based in Manhattan,
told the paper that Sports Authority
faces tough odds to stay afloat. Most
retailers who file for bankruptcy try to
reorganize through Chapter 11 “and in
the end 95 percent are no longer with
us,” he said. “The chances of Sports
Authority being with us five years
from now are miniscule,” he said.
All of this just may be a last-ditch
effort to overcome years of not just
falling further into debt but falling
further behind the retail curve. Much
of that was due to the embattled
chain’s revolving door of leadership.
One industry pundit even quipped a
few years ago that “Sports Authority
has had more leadership changes
than Italy.”
It finally had some stability when
Voss took the reins in June 2013, the
chain’s third leader in four years.
He implemented several changes
designed to right the ship. Key among
these were downsizing many stores
and updating their merchandising.
He shuttered unprofitable locations
while opening new stores in more
lucrative markets and streamlined the
look among the legacy chains that had
been acquired over the years.
TSA under Foss also focused more
on high-margin footwear and apparel
categories while also unveiling private
label lines to increase margins. It also
revamped its e-commerce and other
digital efforts and began a program to
improve its customer service, long a
sore sport for a chain that earned the
moniker of Sports Atrocity.
All these moves were still in play,
but apparently came too late as the
looming debt crisis finally came to the
forefront. Now, Voss is more focused
on survival than running a business.
He may be successful in righting a
ship, albeit smaller, or he may go
down with the ship as TSA finds its
only option is to go dark. O

A Denver Post story on Feb.
11 provided this assessment
of the chain’s future. Given the
broader push for healthier living
activities, Sports Authority has a
solid stable of products and good
potential, but its performance is too
uneven and the company’s debt
to equity too high, said Michael M.
Zuccaro, assistant VP and analyst
at Moody’s Investors Service.

In July 2015, Moody’s
Investors Services revised
its ratings on the chain’s
outlook to stable from negative,
reflecting improved liquidity due
to the maturity extension of its
subordinated notes to February
19, 2018 from May 3, 2016. In
a prescient note, it stated: “The
ratings could be downgraded
if the company does not make
substantive progress in improving
operating performance over the
next 12 months, or if liquidity
weakens for any reason. An
inability to refinance its debt well
ahead of maturities beginning in
May 2017 could also lead to a
ratings downgrade.” Just days
after Sports Authority decided
to bypass its interest payment
on Jan. 15, 2016, Moody’s
downgraded its outlook two
notches, citing “high probability of
default” and the difficulty it may
have trying to refinance its debt
without restructuring or impairing
its lenders.

Riding high on the Denver
Broncos’ Super Bowl victory,
there’s a big question as to whether
TSA can – or should – continue its
expensive rights to the stadium.
Sports Authority assumed the $120
million contract vacated by Invesco
in August 2011, with 10 years
left on the 20-year deal. Its next
payment of $3.6 million is due Aug.
1. If it misses the payment, TSA
then has 30 days to make good.
If that deadline passes, the district
could terminate the contract. And if
Sports Authority ceases to exist or
sells in the coming weeks? It could
retire along with Peyton Manning.
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SOCKS

Running Away With It
Technology Is Packed into these Performance Socks.

P

erformance and style play a
balancing act in the athletic
sock category. Checking in
on the top trends driving
the running sock category, it’s clear
that while fashion plays a big part,
function remains king.
Balega’s Blister Resist Quarter,
$13, is an ultra-light sock that
features a reinforced cushioned
heel and toe, a broad elastic
support in the arch and ankle and a
hand-linked seamless toe.
Brooks’ Radical Lightweight Tab,
$15, is made of abrasion-resistant
yarn. Light and ultra-durable, it
has targeted arch compression, an
Achilles tab to prevent slipping and
a colorful racing-stripe pattern.
Drymax’s Hyper Thin Mini
Crew Running Sock, $11.50, is
lightweight and features the
brand’s Dual Layer Sweat Removal
System. The inner Drymax layer

is super-hydrophobic; it works
with the action of the foot to lift
moisture to the outer wicking
layer.
The Feetures! High Performance
2.0, $11.99, prevents blisters and
keeps feet in comfort 24/7. Its
limited-edition striped pattern
injects cool into the race.
Fox River’s AXT Adventure
Cross Terrain lightweight Merino
wool socks, $12.99, feature the
URfit System for arch support and
memory-knit construction; vented
panels to remove moisture; and a
smooth, flat comfort toe seam.
Injinji’s Women’s Run
Lightweight No-Show, $14, a toe
sock designed for the female foot,
features an increased heel-to-toe
stretch to provide compression
throughout and toe sleeves that are
redesigned for better fit.
New Balance’s redesigned N377-

1 Hydrotec Double Tab, $13, is
geared for a great fit. Its 200-needle
construction, anatomical left/right
design and double tab make it feel
like a second skin. Made in the
USA.
SecondWind’s Compression
Sock, $34.99, has strategically
cushioned Graduated Compression.
The knee hi comes in six colorways
and is designed to help improve
blood circulation, speed recovery,
and decrease muscle fatigue.
Smartwool’s PhD Light Elite
Low Cut, $17.95, features mesh
ventilation zones to manage
moisture and provide breathability
on the longest, most active runs.
Lightweight and durable with
200-needle construction, the sock
has a run-specific fit.
Sockwell’s Men’s Circulator
Moderate Graduated Compression
sock has graduated compression

and an ultra light cushion sole. It
is made with a Merino, bamboo
rayon, nylon, spandex blend.
Sof Sole’s Women’s Running
Select-Low Cut Tab 2-pack, $9.99,
has a lightweight nylon mesh body,
selective cushioning in the heel, toe
and ball of foot, seamless toe and
cushioned heel tab.
Stance Socks’ Fusion Wire LW, a
lightweight crew, has anatomically
correct designs for each foot
to cradle the contours while
strategically applying compression.
It retails for $15 to $18.
ThorLo’s Experia Energy changes
the graduated zonal compression
game by adding the brand’s unique
pads in strike zones in the forefoot
and heel and copper technology
that makes the sock anti-fungal
and anti-microbial. The graduated
compression runs from the ankle
to calf and also in the arch area.

balega_DSC0031

Sockwell Circulator
Graduated Compression

Brooks Radical
Lightweight Tab

THOR•LO Experia
Energy

Drymax Hyper Thin Mini Crew
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SecondWind
Compression

Under Armour
All Season Cool

Zensah Tech +
Compression

New Balance N377-1
Hydrotec Double Tab

Zamst HA-1
Compression

Stance Fusion
Wire LW

Smartwool PhD Light
Elite Low Cut
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Balega Blister Resist Quarter

Available in an over-the-calf style,
$39.99, and micro mini, $19.99.
Under Armour’s All Season
Cool, $12.99, features left/right
technology for a true fit, strategic
cushioning to protect high-impact
areas and embedded arch support
to reduce fatigue. The sock’s
fabric technologies keep feet dry
and bacteria-free.
Wigwam’s 26.2 Pro, $10, is
designed to go the distance –
whether it’s a marathon or a
sprint around the block. Built with

Wigwam 26.2 Pro

the brand’s patented technology,
the ultra-lightweight sock takes
comfort and durability to the max.
Wrightsock’s newest double
layer Endurance, $15, is a lowprofile sock that is light cushioned
for road and trail running for
5Ks to 100 milers. It features a
double tab to cushion against heel
counters and an extended tongue
like that of a running shoe
Zamst’s HA-1 Compression,
$59.99, provides arch support
for the prevention and treatment
of plantar fasciitis and features
graduated compression and a
seamless toe box.
Zensah’s Tech+ Compression
Sock, $49.99, is lightweight and
durable. It features 200-needlecount compression with targeted
ultra-zone ribbing over the calf,
Achilles heel and arch for fit and
support. O

Feetures! High Performance 2.0

CHANNEL
The Nielsen rating for this
style is off the charts. Bold,
yet soft and stylish.

WRIGHTSOCK Endurance

Injinji Lightweight No Show
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Fox River Womens’ Mariposa
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Sof Sole Women’s Running
Select Low Cut Tab
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ACTIVEWEAR

All in the Details
Little Things Make a Big Difference in Performance Apparel Offerings.

ABOVE, LEFT TO RIGHT:

By Suzanne Blecher

On-trend in performance and style: Zobha’s
Melanie Bralette showcases the “hardware”
trend; Brooks’ DriLayer Steady Long Sleeve
features highly technical fabrics; Marika’s Ava
Capri Legging goes beyond the basics; and
New Balance’s M4M Seamless Quarter Zip
showcases interesting details on the back.
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hether it’s a slick
zipper on a vest, a tank
with a sleek, webbed
back or a pretty
ankle tie in a yoga legging, details
are winning propositions with
consumers who are seeking just a
little extra oomph to stand out at
the gym.
“People are looking for apparel
that transcends all the aspects
of their life – various types of
workouts, a walk with friends, a
comfy Saturday at the coffee shop,
running errands – the consumer
wants to be comfortable and look
amazing all of the time,” says
Andrea Franzen, Brooks apparel
product line manager. In turn,
the Brooks design team aims to
ensure that all pieces are versatile,
beautifully designed and perform
on a run. “With technology getting
better and better, and as we

improve our processes, design,
and continue to talk to runners
and listen to what they want and
need, we’re responding to this and
offering season after season of
premium, insightful running gear,”
adds Franzen.
When it comes to details, here
are a few trends that are helping
brands stand out.
Hardware: In a recent
collaboration between Zobha
and celebrity DJ Lindsay Luv,
nine black-and-white garments
with rose gold detailing give
the collection “a high fashion
feel suitable for both fitness
and athleisurewear activities,”
according to a Zobha release. Luv’s
passion for music is incorporated
into the line via hidden iPhone
pockets and headphone loops. The
Melanie Bralette features fishnet
double layer contrast, a reflective
headphone cord port, strappy
back detail with rose gold metal

hardware and a rose gold heat
sealed logo. At Brooks, hardware
comes in the form of zippers
taking on a functional role with
an incorporated notch that holds
earphones in place to avoid
bouncing around. All outerwear
tops in the line feature the zipper,
including the LSD Thermal,
Cascadia and Rally Jackets for
Fall 2016.
Functional Fabrics: “Today’s
runners expect more from their
running gear than strictly comfort.
They need a shirt, for example,
to wick moisture, feel great,
look amazing and perform in all
situations,” comments Franzen.
Offered exclusively to Brooks
for one year, DriLayer Steady is
featured in the DriLayer Steady
Long Sleeve. The fabric keeps
the runner’s surface temperature
30 percent cooler because of
technology built into the fibers
(as opposed to a chemical
sportsinsightmag.com

“The consumer wants to be comfortable and look amazing all of the time.”

treatment applied to the garment
that subsequently gets washed
out). Champion’s Absolute
Tight offers Vapor Technology,
which reacts to the body’s
temperature (facilitating more
efficient moisture transport when
it gets hotter), environment and
activity to keep the consumer dry
and comfortable. A SmoothTec
waistband is included for chafe
resistance and an embossed
inner waistband increases air flow.
Back Interest: Designed for
versatility at the gym, Champion’s
Criss Cross Cami provides the
wearer with adjustable straps
for a custom fit and is seamless
to prevent chafing. The brand’s
Marathon Tank is also chaferesistant and offers X-Temp
Technology to keep the wearer dry
as the body’s heat rises. Targeted
ventilation boosts breathability,
while 360 degree reflectivity makes
the top suitable for the road. “For
sportsinsightmag.com

us, it’s not just an aesthetic back
detail that aligns with the trend,
but also using Data 2 Designinspired science (thermal imaging)
for the laser-cut pattern in the
Trinamic Long Sleeve Top to
maximize breathability,” explains
Jeffrey Garabedian, senior product
manager for men’s performance
apparel at New Balance.
Specialized elastane fibers in
Trinamic allows pieces to stretch
further with less resistance, yet
still recover. Laser cutting and
bonding details carry from the top
into the Trinamic Tight behind
the knee. In the Made 4 Movement
(M4M) Seamless Short Sleeve
Top and Quarter Zip, brick mesh
is incorporated in line with the
body’s heat zones for ultimate
breathability. New Balance’s
Kairosport Pant offers warm
performance fleece with a clear
laminate finish for extra protection
against the elements.

Bottoms that go Beyond Basic
Black: Kicking into color, Marika’s
Ava Capri Legging offers a
contoured fit, slimming seam
lines, an inner media pocket and
a powermesh inset on the side for
ventilation. In addition, reflective
detail at side seams expands the
offering to the outdoors. A Mesh
Panel Capri Legging from Bally
features a contrast inside waistband
with reflectivity in the panel, along
with a dry wick finish to keep the
wearer comfortable. “Consumers
want technical fabrications that
are going to get them through their
workout, while being comfy and
fashion forward,” says Jennifer
Vathanadireg, director of marketing
for FAM Brands, adding that
“activewear has really become a
growing trend and closet staple
for all women. Whether working
out at the gym, or running errands,
women are wearing these trends on
a daily basis.” O

Champion’s Absolute Tight hits on the “functional fabric” trend.

AMANDA FRANZEN, APPAREL MANAGER, BROOKS
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TECH

Unlimited Potential
Inside the Numbers of the
White Hot Wearable Tech Market.

T

The Fitbit Surge is described by
the brand as a fitness super watch.
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he growth potential of
the wearables market,
particularly in the health
and wellness, fitness and
sports markets, is staggering by
any measure. Global category
revenue is projected to top $25
billion by 2019 with 245 million
shipped units, by one account,
with smart watches leading the
category in market value.
Sports brands, most notably
Under Armour, figure to play
a big part in this future. Over
the past two years, Under
Armour has spent close to $1
billion buying and investing
in fitness tracking apps. UA
CEO Kevin Plank has said that
he believes Under Armour’s
Connected Fitness business can
“fundamentally affect global
health.” In a recent interview
with Inc. magazine, Plank
described UA’s tech play as a
“moon shot” but also one that
could take the company from a
“shirts and shoes company to a
true technology company.”
Under Armour is now selling a
$400 retail Healthbox of metrictracking products that put it in
direct competition with the likes
of Apple and Fitbit.
More and more brands are
partnering with technology
brands or digital communities.
Connecting with the “digital
natives” via apps and digital
communities is new terrain
where a select group of sports
brands are excelling.
New Balance has a tech
strategy in place, teaming with
the likes of Intel, Google and
Zepp to launch a specialized
technology division focused
on devices, integrated sensors
in footwear and apparel and
equipment, showing that NB is
all in. ASICS recently acquired

fitness tracking app Runkeeper.
Fitbit, despite recent woes
with a class-action suit and
privacy issues around its
devices, has displayed its
readiness to take on category
behemoth Apple with its new
watch, the Blaze. Others,
meanwhile, have developed
specialized apps to track
everything from how hard a
boxer hits with his glove (Kiwi)
to where a player makes most of
his shots on the court (Spalding)
to one’s emotional patterns
(Sensia Solutions), a tech-age
“mood ring,” if you will.
At the CES Show in Las Vegas
in January, it was clear that
an evolution of the wearables,
first embraced by consumers
in recent seasons with their
rubberized fitness trackers, is
underway. These same shoppers
are likely to grow weary of
donning a different wearable
or checking a different app for
every specialized activity they
pursue, despite the availability
of devices and algorithms for
tracking everything from the
velocity of a tennis swing to the
cadence, gait and foot strike
of a runner or golfer through
strategically placed insole
sensors.
OEM suppliers say solutions
are on the horizon, likely
some two to three years down
the road. Improved sensors
and software should make
monitoring multiple, varied
metrics on a single device easier
to track in seasons ahead,
many without the need of a
smartphone.
Fitbit Faces More Competition
The current market leader
in wearables is hearing
louder footsteps from rivals,
sportsinsightmag.com

particularly Apple, as it ramps
up advertising, marketing and
international expansion. Fitbit’s
go-forward strategies come as ABI
Research forecasts 11 percent
growth in the activity tracker
market to more than 87 million
units annually by 2021.
Also, sports medicine
physicians at University Hospitals
in Cleveland recently published
a report in the medical journal
Sports Health outlining the usage
of wearable technology in sports.
The purpose of the article was
to familiarize team physicians
and an array of health care
professionals on the various
types of wearable technology
available, their utilization and
potential future applications in
sports medicine.
Joe Sheehan, head athletic
trainer for the NFL’s Cleveland
Browns, co-authored the paper
with Dr. James Voos, the
research team leader. “Wearable
technology represents a new
frontier in the world of sports,”
he said.
The same University Hospitals
sports medicine research team
is now initiating a study on
male and female athletes in
northeast Ohio to assess energy
expenditure and injury rates
using wearable technology
devices and promote a healthy
sports participation environment.
As for Fitbit, despite reporting
hefty gains in fourth quarter
and full-year revenues, shares
in the company recently took a
hit after it forecast first quarter
profits that significantly lagged
Wall Street projections. In the
final period, Fitbit revenues of
$711.6 million were up 92 percent
year-over-year on the sale of 8.2
million devices, exceeding the
mid-point of Street guidance
by 14 percent. The average
selling price for Fitbit devices
rose 23 percent last year to $85.
The company added 18 million
registered device users in 2015,
with 13 million still active at yearend. Nonetheless, the company’s
shares were hammered after the
softer first quarter outlook. The
company plans to spend more on
manufacturing as it maximizes
production of new devices.
Fitbit representatives are
currently working with retailers in
the U.S., which accounted for 74
percent of the brand’s FY15 total
revenue of nearly $1.86 billion,
on expanding shelf space for new
products and accessories. Those
items include the new Blaze
sportsinsightmag.com

watch, which was the number
two category seller on Amazon
before shipping a single unit,
according to the company.
Hot New Products
Epson’s Runsense SF-180 GPS is
Olympic runner Meb Keflezighi’s
watch of choice. It offers up stats
for evaluating runs and improving
performance. With a highly
accurate GPS tracking system and
heart rate conveniently measured
at the wrist, it tracks distance, pace,
altitude, calories and more. A builtin Smart Stride sensor captures
stride length and cadence, for
accurate data even where GPS is
unavailable. MSRP $299.99.
Wahoo Fitness’ TICKR X is a
workout tracker that captures both
motion and intensity regardless of
what type of activity the wearer
is taking part in. The TICKR X not
only keeps track of heart rate, but
also counts reps during strength
workouts and tracks running
analytics such as stride rate,
ground contact time, and vertical
oscillation. A built-in memory offers
the freedom to train without a
phone, capturing heart rate, calorie
burn, and workout duration to sync
with a phone after the workout.
MSRP $99.99.
LifeTrak’s Zoom hrV is a
multi-sport device that provides
streaming heart rate and captures
HRV (heart rate variability). This
measures time between the beats
rather than beats per minute. The
“V” scan (real time) helps users
determine how ready the body is
to take on physical and strenuous
activity. “We’ve developed a ‘V’
score that provides insight to
historical HRV trends,” says Mike
Hosey, president of LifeTrak,
adding, “This information provides
value to rest and recovery and
also can point to potential chronic
disease based on trends.” The
Zoom is rich in other features
too, such as daily activity, sleep,
vibra zone alerts, ambient light
advisory and a swim lap counter. It
is designed for multiple sports and
can be worn in a variety of places
on the body. It’s water resistant to
30M. Available June 2016. MSRP
$130.
Polar’s A360 Fitness Tracker is
stylish and functional. It features
heart rate measurement-based
training guidance and 24/7 activity
tracking on a high-resolution
color touchscreen. The A360
is waterproof and tracks daily
activity, steps, calories, workouts,
and sleep. It vibrates to inform
users of incoming calls, messages,

Garmin Vivofit 3

Casio Gulfmaster GN1000

Epson Runsense SF-180 GPS

Fitbit Blaze

Suunto’s Ambit3 Vertical
Multisport GPS watch

Polar A360 Fitness Tracker
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AfterShokz Trekz Titanium

LifeTrak Zoom hrV

calendar alerts, and social media
notifications, and provides gentle
reminders when the user has been
sitting still for too long. MSRP
$199.95.
Under Armour’s UA Headphones
Wireless Heart Rate – Engineered
by JBL features instant heart rate
monitoring technology at the touch
of a button to go along with JBL
Signature Sound. The headphones
have Twistlock Technology and
are “guaranteed never to fall out.”
A three button mic offers volume,

C.VOX Stylish Miler
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music and call control. It comes
with a 12-month MapMyFitness
Premium membership. MSRP $250.
Garmin’s Varia Vision is an
in-sight display that helps enhance
cyclists’ road awareness by putting
information in their line of sight.
Varia Vision’s versatile mounting
attaches to cyclists’ sunglasses and
displays key data from a compatible
device, including performance data,
turn-by-turn directions, incoming
smart notifications and more. When

Wahoo Fitness TICKR X

paired with the first-of-its-kind Varia
rearview radar system, Varia Vision
warns users of traffic approaching
from behind. It has eight hours of
always-on battery life and a glove
and wet-weather friendly touch
panel to rotate between data
displays. MSRP $399.99.
Garmin’s vívofit 3 is a daily
activity tracker with one-year
battery life and Garmin Move
IQ. Building on the company’s
popular activity tracker, the vívofit
3 adds new features, including
Move IQ auto activity detection
and intensity minutes. Capturing
activities such as walking, running,
biking, swimming and elliptical
training, the vívofit 3 keeps up
with users throughout the entire
day. Designed for 24/7 wearability,
it is water resistant to 50 meters,
has one-year battery life and can
be personalized with an array of
colorful interchangeable accessory
bands, designs from the Garmin
Style Collection and new styles
from the Jonathan Adler + Garmin
line. MSRP $99.99 and up.
AfterShokz’s Trekz Titanium
bone conduction headphones are
designed to ensure the ultimate
level of awareness and comfort
without compromising on premium
sound. Trekz Titanium are wireless,
open ear sport headphones made
to ensure the safety of runners,
cyclists, hikers and more. Trekz
Titanium with PremiumPitch+
delivers exceptional sound
quality with AfterShokz’ patented
technology, delivering dynamic
range and truly powerful bass.
“Several states have enacted laws
that regulate the use of headsets
while cycling, making bone
conduction headphones the only
safe and legal option for many
cyclists,” says Bruce Borenstein,
CEO of AfterShokz. MSRP $129.99.
Casio’s Gulfmaster GN1000 is
designed and engineered to stand

UA Headphones Wireless Heart Rate by JBL

up to the rigors of maritime. A
digital compass takes continuous
reading for 60 seconds to help the
user find his bearings at sea, and
a thermometer feature offers info
about the environment around the
wearer. A Tide Graph feature has
realtime data on tide conditions
and a Moon Age indicator shows
a graphic representation of
Moon data. Designed for harsh
environments. MSRP $300.
Suunto’s Ambit3 Vertical
Multisport GPS watch provides a
solution for sports such as running,
cycling and skiing, where planning
and tracking elevation is essential
to training and competing. The
GPS watch combines lightweight
construction with built-in
barometric pressure, route altitude
profile, vibration alerts and a
variety of versatile multisport
functions. Can be used together
with Suunto Smart Sensor heart
rate belt. MSRP $469 and up.
C.VOX’s Stylish Miler features
detachable HiFi earphones, which
can be used separately from the
garment. The superlight jacket
is “shower proof” yet breathable
and features a transparency effect,
as well as a waterproof device
pocket. Some elements of C.VOX’s
design ethos: “no pulling of wires
anywhere; stable earphones that
stay in during the run; perfect audio
experience even while running;
coaching while running through
impactful audio sessions that
enhance focus; and ‘awesome’
audio quality.” MSRP $140.
Fitbit’s new Blaze is a smart
fitness watch that the brand is
billing as its “smartest, most stylish,
most motivating fitness tracker
yet.” It features continuous heart
rate tracking without a chest strap.
sells for $199.95. The new Fitbit
Surge, designed for all-day wear,
is being pushed as “fitness super
watch.” It retails for $249.95. O
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Emerging
Quiksilver set to exit
Chap.11 bankruptcy
next week.

Foot Locker
Making Changes to
SIX:02.

Start Suggests
Bumpy Ride in 2016

Gildan
Will Spend $200
Million to Expand
Textile Capacity

ho are the likely winners
and losers from this longanticipated, pre-packaged
Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing
last week? Will the immediate
actions being taken by the $2.6 billion chain,
saddled with $1.1 billion in debt that includes
nearly $180 million owed to the trade, allow
it to survive with a smaller brick-and-mortar
footprint? How will other retailers, vendors
and consumers be affected? Who will take
advantage of TSA’s financial misfortunes?
All of these questions and more should be
answered in a matter of months given a court
auction date for Sports Authority assets has
already been set for April 25. Already known:
There will be a complete exit from Texas, good
news for home state chain Academy, and 14
closures in Florida where Sports Authority
once housed its corporate offices. The fewer
number of closings in other states, such as 13

W

SPONSORED BY:

in New York-New Jersey and five in Virginia,
could provide a sales upside to smaller,
regional players in those markets. Already,
there is speculation that Dick’s, Modell’s and
perhaps Big 5 in California and Arizona may
be interested in some leases. And financial
news site The Street reported late last week
that fast-expanding discount gym chain,
Planet Fitness, may be eyeing some of the
planned 140 store closures as part of a 195- to
205-gym U.S. expansion plan this year. There
is irony in that possibility. More Americans
would have a low-cost opportunity to work
out regularly in locations that previously sold
fitness gear. And that would help the entire
sports and fitness industry.
But the most coveted assets of Sports
Authority, which had $665.9 million of
inventory on hand on its year-end balance
sheet Jan. 30, may be its intellectual property,
Continued on page 4

LISTEN TO
THE PODCAST

Kenneth G. Andres
The tradeshow director for
the American Sportﬁshing
Association casts
comments on the activity’s
popularity, upcoming
ICAST Show in Orlando
and trends in ﬁshing.
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FitBit
Faces Increased
Competition

Sports Authority
eliminates all in team
sports division.

udging by the tumultuous first month
of 2016 and new data that confirms
meager 0.7 percent GDP growth in the
final quarter of last year, it will hardly
be an insouciant ride for Wall Street this year.
But these times of various macro pressures
on companies, from erratic weather to the
strong U.S. dollar, have historically accelerated
mergers and acquisitions, bankruptcy activity
and, in some instances, given more credence to
brand rebirths as nervous consumers clamor
for “something from the good ‘ole days.”
All of these scenarios have already surfaced
in the sporting goods industry in recent
months and more may be on the horizon. A
breakdown of what’s transpired to date:
• The ballyhooed merger between outdoor
specialty behemoths Cabela’s and Bass Pro
Shops may never happen. Recent reports
suggest Cabela’s, rather than sell out to its rival,
is moving toward divesting its World’s Foremost
Bank credit card operation, which generates
close to $1.1 billion in annual revenues. More
should be learned about Cabela’s next move
during its year-end conference call Feb. 18.
• Quiksilver will emerge from Chap. 11
bankruptcy Feb. 8 after a court approved
a $600 million refinancing package that

J

reduced its overall debt to $300 million and
gave Oaktree Capital a more than 90 percent
stake. Oaktree also owns nearly 19 percent
of brand rival Billabong Intl. Reports from
Down Under have resurfaced suggesting
the private equity firm is eying a QuiksilverBillabong merger down the road. In the
meantime, Quiksilver is said to be moving
forward with a retail concept conceived by
CEO Pierre Agnes called Boardriders that it
has tested in a handful of European, Asian
and Australian markets.
• Gun maker Smith & Wesson and Vista
Outdoor, current parent of 30 outdoor brands
including CamelBak and Bushnell, will each
seek acquisitions in the outdoor category.
S&W says its strategy will take shape over the
next 3-5 years. Vista believes its relationships
with major retailers will enable it to leverage
the acquired brands to create additional value
for shareholders.
• The Pro Player brand is coming back
via licensor Perry Ellis Intl. and master
licensee United Legwear & Apparel Co. The
revitalization includes a new logo and MLB
marketing relationship that will be visible on
ballpark signage at Citi Field in New York,
Atlanta and Houston this upcoming season. Q

Acquiring
Brunswick Corp.
buys Cybex
International for
$195 million.
Rising
Under Armour will
sell more $100+
retail shoes in 2016.

LISTEN TO
THE PODCAST

Dave Coradini
The VP of sales and
sponsorships for Spalding,
a former basketball player
and coach at Georgia
Southern University,
discusses the sport
today and the brand’s
technological breakthrough
—Shot Tracker.
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POWERSHIFT

The power in sporting goods retailing is shifting – often drastically – in 2016. As the pioneer

in big-box retailing struggles to emerge from Chapter 11 bankruptcy and the regional players battle to hold onto their hard-earned
territories, specialty retailers and online sellers have flexed their own muscles. While the likes of Dick’s Sporting Goods and Scheels
All Sports continue as the gold standard in sports retailing, even they have ceded some of their power to other channels. That means
outdoor specialty retailers such as Cabela’s, Bass Pro Shops and REI now wield the same power in their markets as their full-line
brethren once did. Footwear specialty is dominated by the Foot Locker family of brands. And combining a specialty focus with the
brave new world of online retailing, Soccer.com and Running Warehouse are setting the bar high for both their direct and brick-andmortar competitors. Meanwhile, regional chains such as Academy, Modell’s, Big 5, Dunham’s and MC Sports continue their laser-like
focus on what they do best while looking for their own expansion opportunities. And then there is the Sports Authority’s fall into the
abyss — no longer a national chain, and no longer of member of the Sports Insight compilation of Power Retailers as it threatens to
join the likes of past power players that litter the dust bin of sporting goods retail history. Yes, sports retailing power has spread out in
2016, but that is not necessarily a bad thing. Consumers want options when they shop for sporting goods and the major players have
responded with their own omni-channel strategies. Some are investing in direct selling of their own, while others are battening down the
hatches and focusing on what got them there in the first place. Those strategies and these retailers’ plans for remaining in power are
profiled in the following pages. Their stories were researched and written by Sports Insight contributing editors Michael Jacobsen and
Tim Sitek, who combined have more than 50 years of experience covering sporting goods retail, and
contributing editor Jennifer Ernst Beaudry. As the shift continues, these retailers know that the real
power in sporting goods retailing ultimately lies in the hands of the consumer.
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ACADEMY SPORTS + OUTDOORS

NOT ON MY TURF
Regional retail giant digs in its heels against outsiders.

Academy Sports
has succeeded
by maintaining a
close connection
to its local markets,
starting in Texas
and expanding
throughout
the South.

He is much more diplomatic about Dick’s incursion onto its
on’t Mess With Texas. Sports Authority admitted as
home turf.
much when it decided to close its 25 stores in the
“Academy Sports + Outdoors has been a Texas tradition since
state as part of its reorganization brought about, in
1938 and we maintain our corporate headquarters and one of our
part, by its inability to grab a significant toehold in
distribution centers in Katy, TX, just west of
the Lone Star State.
downtown Houston,” he points out. “We are
Now Dick’s Sporting Goods
more committed than ever to our loyal Housmay face the same uphill struggle against
ton area customers through 28 area stores
an entrenched opponent, as it recently anand numerous community partners.”
nounced plans to open five stores in HousAs for TSA leaving and Dick’s showing up,
ton area malls this year — right in the backhe remains unperturbed. “We welcome the
yard of Academy Sports + Outdoors. It may
competition,” Symancyk says. “We also beprove to be one of the Big Dog’s toughest
209 Stores in 15 states
lieve our position in sports and outdoors remarkets to crack.
Headquarters: Katy, TX
tailing is stronger than ever, with our unwavThat’s because Academy is ready to rumWebsite: academy.com
ering commitment to EDLP, convenience,
ble, although new president and CEO J.K.
2015 Sales: $4.6 billion
a regionally relevant and locally merchanSymancyk wouldn’t exactly use those terms.

D
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ACADEMY SPORTS + OUTDOORS

Academy is committed to its EDLP strategy as a full-line sporting goods retailer, a policy that continues to allow it to dominate in its home markets.

dised product assortment and exceptional customer service.”
That mantra can also be increasingly applied to sporting goods
retailing in 2016, no more so than in Texas, where Academy Sports
+ Outdoors has ridden the strength of its local roots to a mandate
from its customers to keep on doing what it does best.
The unabashed Every Day Low Price (EDLP) retailer is now parlaying its local dominance to expand into a host of other connected regional markets ready for its unique brand of sports retailing.
It has certainly been a busy 12 months for the Texas-based
chain. Academy opened 20 stores in 2015, including a major
move with four stores into Orlando, FL — it opened four stores
simultaneously in the Orlando market last March, including

“We prioritize offering a unique,
regionally relevant and locally
merchandised assortment to serve
our customers’ sports, outdoor
and recreational interests.”
J.K. SYMANCYK, PRESIDENT AND CEO, ACADEMY SPORTS + OUTDOORS
Kissimmee, Lake Mary, Melbourne and East Colonial, and it has
plans to open a fifth Orlando store later this year.
It has also continued to invest in its distribution capabilities through the construction of its third distribution center in
Cookeville, TN, to serve an expanding geographic base.
Its new stores were primarily in new, contiguous and existing markets, including an ongoing Midwestern expansion
in Indiana and Kentucky, and new locations in the South and
Southeast, including stores in Tennessee, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
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Texas, Mississippi, Georgia, Alabama and Florida. Today, it has
209 stores in 15 states.
And it does it all with a laser-like focus on what it does best
to reach $4.6 billion In sales in 2015, up from slightly more than
$4 billion in 2014.
“We prioritize offering a unique, regionally relevant and locally merchandised assortment to serve our customers’ sports,
outdoor and recreational interests,” says Symancyk, who was
appointed president and CEO of Academy Sports + Outdoors in
November, succeeding Rodney Faldyn.
Symancyk continues to stress the importance of the chain’s
roots and home-grown employees in its success. “Our team
members share the same passion for sports and the outdoors
as our customers and we believe that authenticity resonates
with our customers and is a powerful advantage,” he says.
And he is unapologetic for what is truly the chain’s strength,
its EDLP strategy. Indeed, he says, “we have made no changes
to our EDLP philosophy. We believe it’s a strength and our focus on EDLP is stronger than ever.”
Here, again, the strength of its local focus comes into play:
“We also remain committed to providing our customers with an
unparalleled shopping experience by providing convenience,
offering a regionally relevant and locally merchandised product assortment, delivering exceptional customer service and
selling the right stuff at everyday low prices,” he says.
“We are continually tailoring our assortment to ensure that
we are regionally relevant and locally merchandised, and that
we provide our customers with great choices across all product categories,” notes Symancyk.
But just as it appears to have won one local battle – the closing of all of the Sports Authority stores in Texas can certainly
be marked down in the victory column for the home team –
Academy is facing another fight on its turf from an even stronger national rival. After testing the Texas market in the past,
Dick’s Sporting Goods recently revealed plans to open five

sportsinsightmag.com
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ACADEMY SPORTS + OUTDOORS
POWER
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Having disposed of Sports
Authority on its home turf in
Texas, Academy is set to battle any incursions by Dick’s
Sporting Goods in 2016.

stores at Houston-area malls in 2016, fitting
into a niche left by Sports Authority’s departure and Academy’s EDLP format, offering a
higher-end big-box sports retailer with the
fuller range of athletic and sporting goods.
(Dick’s and Academy are butting heads in
other markets, too, with Academy aggressively expanding into some Dick’s markets
it hadn’t entered before, including opening
the stores in the Orlando area, where Dick’s
has opened five stores since 2008, accord-

ing to the Orlando Sentinel.)
Symancyk takes it all in stride in his first
full year as head of the Texas-based chain
and as it battles on its home turf, Academy
continues to look outward in 2016. He says
Academy is planning to add approximately
20 new stores in 2016, including additional
locations that some day may have rivals
saying “Don’t Mess With ...” Houston, Orlando, Atlanta, Charlotte, Kansas City, Oklahoma City and St. Louis. X

Academy Sports +
Outdoors named James Kevin
“J.K.” Symancyk as president
and CEO in early November.
Symancyk, 43, joined Academy
after several years serving
as president at Meijer Inc.
Previously, he also served as
COO at Meijer and in various
leadership roles at Sam’s
Club, part of Wal-Mart Stores.
Symancyk succeeded Rodney
Faldyn, who led Academy
during KKR’s ownership and
succeeded in growing store
count by 50 percent, launching
a new e-commerce platform,
implementing a new Oracle
retail management system
and doubling cash flow from
earnings during his time as CEO.
Academy plans to bring
its Cookeville, TN, distribution
center online and begin shipping
to a limited number of stores in
March. The addition of this third
distribution center will allow it to
serve its Midwestern store base
and omni-channel customers
more efficiently and support
several years of store growth.

Academy Sports + Outdoors
2016 expansion plans

Academy recently entered
into a multi-year partnership
with the Houston Dynamo and
Houston Dash to become the
official sporting goods retailer
for both teams. The partnership
begins with the 2016 season.

In February it announced that it will open its newest store in Oklahoma City, OK, later this year. The new
location will be nearly 63,000-square feet and will provide similar services to its existing Oklahoma City stores,
such as scope mounting, bore sighting, line winding/spooling, propane exchange and racquet stringing. It will
also sell hunting and fishing licenses along with local team licensed apparel and novelty items.

Academy Sports + Outdoors
is listed as number
104 in America’s Largest
Private Companies and
number 467 America’s Best
Employers by Forbes.

Also last month it announced plans to open a 63,000-square-foot location in the Millenia, FL, area later this
year. It marks the company’s fifth location in Central Florida after opening in Kissimmee, Lake Mary, Melbourne
and East Colonial last year.
Academy will open its first store in Kennesaw, GA, later this year. The 63,000-square-foot store will be
the company’s ninth location in the Atlanta area and its 14th in the state of Georgia.
Academy will relocate its existing Southwest Military store at 165 S.W. Military Drive in San Antonio, TX, to
the intersection of I-35 and Zarzamora St. later this year. Academy currently operates nine stores in San Antonio.
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BIG 5 SPORTING GOODS

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
Big 5 Sporting Goods had an up and down 60th year.

Operating as a
neighborhood
sporting goods store
has worked for Big 5
Sporting Goods for
more than 60 years.

O

f all of the numbers that speak to the strength and
resilience to all of those changing market conditions – from drought to
power of Big 5 Sporting Goods, two stand out. The
floods, from recessions to regional politics – and its unyielding focus
first is $1 billion, a sales mark the retailer passed
on its positioning as a neighborhood’s sporting goods store — albeit
for the first time in 2015, reaching $1.03 billion in
in more than 400 neighborhoods.
net sales. The second is 60.
Examining its reported numbers in sequence from 12 months
That’s because against many odds, the powerful
ago to the current situation tells the story of how Big 5 has fared in
what was a volatile and unpredictable year in sporting goods retail,
Western U.S. full-line sporting goods retailer – with 438 stores averaging
a year that saw many of its major competitors – specifically, Sports
11,000-square feet in 12 states, with California the largest – celebrated
Authority – struggle in many of the same markets.
its 60th birthday late in the year.
“I’d like to note that September marked Big 5’s 60th year in business,”
Beginning With A Bang
Steven Miller, the company’s chairman, president and CEO, said
during a recent conference call. “Since our founding in 1955, we have
The picture was rosy as late 2014 momentum carried over into the
successfully evolved from selling army surplus products to being a
first quarter of 2015, with net sales increasing to $243.6 million, from
leading sporting goods retailer in the western United States.
$231.3 million a year earlier. Even better, same store sales increased
“We have weathered many challenges along the way — difficult
3.9 percent for the quarter.
Gross profit even grew to $76.7 million, compared to $72.7 million in
macroeconomic conditions, changes in the competitive environment,
changes in the consumer and not to mention,
the first quarter of the prior year. Gross profit margin
highly variable weather patterns,” Miller added.
was 31.5 percent, up slightly from 31.4 percent. Net
With an eye on the future, Miller revealed that
income for the quarter was $2.3 million.
“to help ensure that we are best positioned to
“We had a strong start to the quarter with
succeed in the evolving retail environment, we
outstanding winter weather conditions in our
have engaged consultants to help us evaluate
western U.S. markets and comped very positively in
our store growth strategies and identify potential
January,” reported Miller. “Our ongoing initiatives
avenues for profit enhancement. We look forward
to offer more branded products at stepped-up
438 Stores in 12 states
to working on these initiatives, while at the same
price points benefitted our apparel and footwear
(California remains its largest market)
time continuing to focus on driving sales, margins
categories.”
Headquarters: El Segundo, CA
and controlling expenses.”
Miller pointed to the strong performance of its
Website: big5sportinggoods.com
Those sales, margins and expenses were all
hardgoods category, especially since it continued
2015 Sales: $1.03 billion
over the board for Big 5 Sporting Goods in the
to be negatively impacted by comparisons in
past year, but the chain’s power comes from its
firearm-related product categories, although to

KEY
FACTS
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down was gross profit, to $85.2 million from $86.1 million,
and net income fell to $6.1 million, from $7.5 million.
Yet for the year sales were still up, to $754.1 million from
$727.5 million a year earlier, and same-store sales managed
to increase 1.7 percent in the first 39 weeks of fiscal 2015.
Net income was $11.0 million, down from $12.1 million.
“Our footwear category comped positively for the period,
while our apparel and hardgoods categories each comped
down low single-digits,” Miller reported. “As expected, sales
were challenged by cycling the benefit of men’s World Cup
soccer-influenced sales during the third quarter of last year,
as well as by the continuing impact of the drought in our
markets on certain summer-related product categories.”
Store Openings: Big 5 opened one store and closed one in
the quarter, ending with 439 stores in operation.

a lesser degree than experienced over the course of 2014.
Store Openings: Big 5 opened one new store and closed three
during the quarter, one of which was part of a relocation,
ending the quarter with 437 stores.
The Momentum Continues
Things continued to look good in the second quarter, as sales
increased to $240.4 million, up from $231.2 million for 2014.
Same-store sales increased 1.7 percent, while gross profit
was $77.3 million, compared to $75.6 million.
Net income for the quarter was $2.6 million, again up
slightly from $2.5 million a year earlier.
Those numbers added up to a sales increase to $484.0
million from sales of $462.4 million for the first half of the
year, while same-store sales increased 2.8 percent.
“Despite cycling against the soccer-related business
generated by last year’s men’s World Cup and facing the
ongoing economic and recreational impact of the wellpublicized drought in our core California markets, we were
able to generate same-store sales increases in each of our
major product categories,” commented Miller.
Rough Waters
As they say in the financial business, Big 5 dealt with some
headwinds in the third quarter, with apparel and hardgoods
bearing the brunt of the blame, according to Miller. A hangover
from 2014’s World Cup soccer business was also blamed for
lower comps.
Net sales did increase to $270.1 million, from $265.1 million,
but all-important same-store sales decreased 0.4 percent. Also
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The Final Tally
Things looked up a bit as the year ended, enough for
2015 to be labeled a solid but not spectacular year. And in
the 2015 retail environment, that has to be considered a
victory for any retailer.
For the 14-week fiscal 2015 fourth quarter, net sales for
the fiscal 2015 fourth quarter increased to $275.0 million
from net sales of $250.3 million for the fourth quarter of
fiscal 2014. Same store sales increased 0.1 percent for the
fourth quarter.
So for the 53-week fiscal 2015 full year, net sales were
$1.03 billion, compared to net sales of $977.9 million for the
52-week fiscal 2014 full year. Same-store sales did manage
to eke out a modest 1.3 percent increase for the full year.
“We delivered positive same store sales in a highly
competitive and promotional retail environment as we
benefited from a positive Black Friday week and very
strong sales over the weeks of Christmas and New Year’s
as a result of favorable winter weather conditions in most
of our Western markets,” Miller reported.
“Same-store sales in our apparel category increased in
the high single-digit range and footwear sales increased in
the low single-digit range for the period due to strong sales
of winter-related products,” he added, while the chain’s
hardgoods sales decreased in the mid-single-digit range
for the period.
In the end, it is truly the numbers that tell the story of
Big 5 Sporting Goods as it celebrated its 60th birthday. A
reliance to its core principles of full-line, full-price product
from major brands, coupled with its well-known close-out
specials, worked hand-in-hand with its commitment to its
local markets through good times and bad to make Big 5 a
true powerful force in sporting goods retail. X

Big 5 avoided a proxy
battle with shareholders
in May when it revised its
slate of director nominees
for election to its Board of
Directors after reaching an
agreement with Stadium
Capital Management. Under
the terms of the agreement,
Stadium, the company’s largest
stockholder with approximately
11.4 percent of its outstanding
shares, agreed to vote its
shares in favor of the election of
the company’s revised slate of
directors.
In response to an analyst’s
questions during a recent
conference call regarding a
delay in some store openings,
Steven Miller admitted that
“we’ve always maintained a
strategy of growth, growth
under control, always being
cautious in trying to open up
the right new stores … not so
fixated at just hitting a number,
or just for the sake of hitting a
number. We’ve got some stores
that were clearly delayed. We
wish we were to have opened
this year … we will be opening
as we roll into the next year.”
Big 5 cleaned up its
inventory position at the end
of the year and it showed on
its balance sheet. It ended
the quarter with per-store
inventories down 2.9 percent
from the prior year, and reduced
borrowings under its credit
facility by 17.3 percent yearover-year to $54.8 million at the
end of fiscal 2015.
During the fourth quarter
Big 5 closed one store as part
of a relocation that began in the
prior year, ending fiscal 2015
with 438 stores. During the first
quarter of 2016 it plans to close
four stores, one of which is part
of a prior relocation. For 2016 it
anticipates opening five to eight
new stores and closing 10.
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DICK’S SPORTING GOODS

OMNI-PRESENT
Dick’s now plans to dominate the e-commerce field.

With the restructuring
of its major competitor,
Dick’s Sporting Goods
remains the undisputed
full-line sporting goods
retail leader in America.

H

aving already become the dominant – and most
powerful – brick-and-mortar sporting goods retailer
in America, Dick’s Sporting Goods is intent on leveraging that power to become the industry’s leading
omni-channel retailer as well. And it is not afraid to
use its clout with vendors large and small to achieve
that ambitious goal.
Dick’s CEO Ed Stack says as much whenever the subject of e-commerce and vendor relations comes up, either in private interviews
or in analyst calls, where omni-channel remains the buzzword of the
day on The Street.
“As a key element of our omni-channel focus, our e-commerce
business remains strong,” Stack says. Indeed, e-commerce penetration grew 19 percent in the past year to $748 million, now accounting
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for 10.3 percent of total sales, compared to 9.2 percent for 2014.
“We continue to move forward with our e-commerce independence to capitalize on the significantly improved economics and
other strategic benefits, including the control to create a differentiated online experience, easier access to data and the ability to leverage cross-channel data, control over development cycles, including
faster testing times and implementation, and the ability to quickly
stand up new sites,” Stack says.
Dick’s still has plans to bring its fast-growing e-commerce business
in-house by January 2017. It forecasts that online sales will rise to as
much as $1.2 billion in fiscal 2017.
“We’re finding that our customers significantly value omni-channel shopping, in which they have in-store options for high-touch experiences, like being fitted for a golf club or having their baseball mitt
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DICK’S SPORTING GOODS

The Great Outdoors is a
key category at both fullline Dick’s Sporting Goods
stores and its independent
Field & Stream concept.
Nine new Field & Stream
stores are planned for 2016.

dicks.com to our proprietary site by January of 2017.”
steam-fitted, as well as options using our e-commerce site or mobile
But even as it devotes so much of its resources on e-commerce,
app to have products sent to their homes or to the store for pickup
Dick’s remains fully aware that brick-and-mortar continues to be the
that day,” says Michele Willoughby, executive VP–e-commerce and
engine that drives the locomotive of the industry’s Big Dog.
supply chain at Dick’s.
“If the e-commerce business gets to be 25 percent of the total
“We will also continue to invest in our omni-channel platform,
business, even if we got to 30 percent of the total business, that still
through both new stores and e-commerce,” adds Stack. “We remain
means 70 percent is going to be done in a traditional store,” Stack
on track to transition our e-commerce business to full operational
says. “That’s still a big part of the business. I think some other people
control in January 2017. This will position us to capitalize on the sigare going to have a difficult time operating in that environment. We’re
nificantly improved economics and other strategic benefits.”
not and we’re well positioned to take care of any of that displaced
The cost is not cheap, however. According to company executives,
market share that happens if some other people aren’t able to weaththe investment in Project Eagle, the name for its e-commerce plater these storms.”
form work, is pegged at between $20-$21 million. But the payoff is
And that brings the story to the current plight of chief rival Sports
about to come as it translates into better margins, although Stack has
Authority, which Stack fully intends to turn into an advantage for
not publicly drilled down in that detail and does not divulge the marDick’s both in brick-and mortar and online. Expect Stack to be very
gin difference between online and brick-and-mortar sales. A big part
aggressive in going after TSA customers.
of expected better margins, however, will come when its contract
“This is certainly a unique time in the industry,” Stack says. “The
with GSI for e-commerce fulfillment ends in 2017 and Dick’s realizes
competitive landscape is evolving, which is creating pressure for
its long-held goal of becoming e-commerce independent.
some and opportunities for others.” By pressure, of course, he was
“It’s very meaningful,” is as close as Stack will come to defining the
understating the Sports Authority situation.
margin benefit following the end of the GSI arrangement. “Those fees
While it remains too early to make predictions on the exact imthat we have with GSI go away, as will the fulfillment fees if we still use
pact of TSA’s planned store closings, Stack does expect significant
GSI or whoever we’ll use,” he says, pointing out that Dick’s will use a
promotional activity as the liquidation continues. But after that the
third-party provider for the foreseeable future.
retail landscape will become more clear, with Dick’s remaining at the
After operating through a third-party provider, Dick’s recently
top of the mountain. Indeed, among many predictions by analysts is
brought the e-commerce efforts of Golf Galaxy in-house and launched
one from Deutsche Bank that anticipates Dick’s sales increasing up
Field & Stream internally and the results have been positive enough
to seven precent should TSA liquidate all of
to make Stack optimistic about margins with the
its stores.
entire business in-house.
“We’re going to be pretty aggressive going
Just last year Dick’s launched Field & Stream’s eto try to capture some of that displaced marcommerce website. Along with Golf Galaxy, Field &
ket share that we expect is going to become
Stream is now the second ecommerce site it operavailable,” Stack says.
ates in-house. “This not only creates an additional
As of December 31, 2015, the company opsales channel, but also allows us to begin to opererated 644 Dick’s Sporting Goods stores in
ate and gain experience from having two sites on
644 Stores in 47 states
47 states, 73 Golf Galaxy stores in 29 states
a single platform,” explains COO André Hawaux.
Headquarters: Corapolis, PA
and 19 Field & Stream stores in nine states
“The launch of Field & Stream was the key step in
Website: dickssportinggoods.com
(15 standalones and four combos), with apsuccessfully completing Phase Two of our e-com2015 Sales: $7.3 billion (+6.7 percent)
proximately 36.8 million-square feet primarily
merce road map. We remain on track to transition
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DICK’S SPORTING GOODS
POWER
POINTS
Dick’s is the official sporting
goods retail sponsor of Team USA
and it sponsors more than 180 U.S.
Olympic and Paralympic contenders
through flexible employment
opportunities and sponsorship
agreements. They are offered flexible
work schedules and competitive
compensation, allowing them to
devote the time to training to be part
of Team USA at future Olympic or
Paralympic Games.
In January Dick’s launched Dick’s
Team Sports HQ, an all-in-one
platform that offers youth sports
leagues three key services — online
registration and team/league
websites, custom uniforms and
FanWear, and access to donations
and sponsorships.

The store-within-astore concept with key
brands such as Under
Armour and Nike will
become even more
prevalent in Dick’s
stores in 2016.

throughout the eastern half of the United States.
In some markets it operates two adjacent stores
on the same property with a pass-through for
customers, a concept it calls All-American Sports
Centers. Dick’s, with an estimated 10 percent
share in the pure sporting goods retail business,
expects to add more than 100 stores in the next
three years, giving it 735 to 750.
Those stores continue as the crown jewels in
the sporting goods sector. Even if store growth
does slow somewhat, with more than 600 already in the books and with 1100 stores still a
stated goal, no one compares to Dick’s in terms
of reach into almost every corner of America.
Now two concepts are driving the stores – and
their online counterparts – into the future.
The first is its increased investment in activewear with a host of initiatives. It helps that the
soft goods market offers higher margins and
more merchandising opportunities than in hard
goods and footwear. As part of this, Dick’s is
growing its “store-within-a-store” concept, focusing on leading brands Nike and Under Armour.
That has led to more creative merchandising,
moving apparel and footwear front and center
in stores. These two categories have become
“a very strong and profitable part of their business,” says Craig Johnson, president of retail consultant Customer Growth Partners, in a recent
analysis of the chain in Barron’s. He estimates
apparel sales at Dick’s rose 11 percent in 2015,
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to $2.7 billion, or 36 percent of its $7.3 billion in
2015 total sales, from 29 percent only three years
ago. Footwear now accounts for 19 percent, and
hard lines, which include more traditional sporting items, account for about 44 percent.
Although Dick’s doesn’t break out gross margins by category, Johnson estimates that in 2014
they were 40 percent for apparel, 33 percent for
footwear and 23 percent for equipment. It’s no
surprise, then, that exercise machines and golf
clubs have taken a back seat.
The second concept driving Dick’s into a more
powerful position is somewhat related — its
move to attract more female customers. Johnson
estimates that the overall women’s market for
performance wear rose by 18 percent in the year
through August, a real bright spot amid the bleak
0.6 percent overall gain in women’s apparel purchases in that time.
Driving that side of the business are a women’s
specialty shop – what Stack calls “labs” with only
roughly 24 to 30 month leases – called Chelsea
Collective, to better understand younger female
customers. Chelsea Collective features the typical sporting apparel from brands like Nike and
Under Armour, but it also has niche brands such
as Lorna Jane, Spiritual Gangster and ALALA. In
its traditional stores, Dick’s is also pushing a private label women’s brand, Calia, from pop star
Carrie Underwood, which is receiving strong
reviews. X

To upgrade its merchandise
buying, earlier this year Dick’s entered
into a multi-year collaboration with
First Insight, a provider of predictive
analytic solutions. First Insight will help
Dick’s expedite decisions with regard
to pricing, selecting product designs
and making merchandise purchases
and will enable the company to
assess real-time customer preference
and pricing information on products
much ahead of market launch through
web engagements.
Even before the TSA bankruptcy
proceedings Dick’s had aggressive
expansion plans for 2016. It expects
to open up 36 Dick’s stores and
relocate nine more. It also plans to
open two Golf Galaxy stores and nine
Field & Stream stores, with all but one
of those in the combo store format.
Dick’s will be opening five stores
at Houston-area malls in 2016,
a market it has tested and avoided
in recent years because of the
strength of locally owned Academy
Sports + Outdoors.

EVERY
SEASON
STARTS
AT DICK’S.
sportsinsightmag.com

DUNHAM’S SPORTS

MIDWESTERN MUSCLE
Dunham’s keeps pumping with big brands...low prices.

Dunham’s flexes
its Midwestern
muscle with a
wide assortment
of both name and
value brands.

W

hile it may have started out as a bait and tackle
shop some 80 years ago, Dunham’s Sports
has long since cast its line to become the selfproclaimed largest sporting goods chain in
the Midwest. It has secured its power in that
widespread region by continuing to open stores
primarily in secondary markets where its presence and product lines
fill a void for the underserved consumers that call these towns home.
With 223 stores now tipping the scales at up to 100,000-square feet, it
lives up to its promise of offering customers big brands and low prices.
Certainly that means Nike and Under Armour, but it extends to every
category that fills its shelves — TaylorMade and Callaway, Remington
and Ruger, Wilson and Rawlings, Old Town and Pelican and plenty
more. Need a scooter, a trampoline or even a pair of Western boots?
Chances are customers can find it in a Dunham’s store. In all, its stores
stock product from up to 2000 vendors.
Dunham’s executives say that power to thrive in a tough market in
tough times is a testament to its focus on what it does best.
“Dunham’s offers our customers name brands like Under Armour
and Nike while still offering value brands through closeouts and other
opportunistic buys,” says Al Blazek, VP–omni-channel, marketing and
advertising. “We understand the need to have the major brands that
people know while offering quality alternatives and brands they have
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heard of at attractive value pricing,” Blazek says of its retail mantra.
“This allows the consumer who is looking for that hot new product
to get it, but also offers the consumer that likes to look good and save
some money options as well,” he adds.
No sir, Dunham’s isn’t a private-label house, Blazek stresses. Instead,
Dunham’s draws shoppers with its ubiquitous Hot Deals and Sport
Values promoted through its circulars, e-mail and text alerts. That can
mean anything from golf shoes at $39.99 (originally $145) to a portable
backboard at $289.99 (originally $600) to an electric scooter for only
$249.99 (originally $370).
Equally important, it tries to find those secondary markets where
customers are starving to find that right running shoe or crossbow.
“Most people can’t find some of these in towns that we are in,” says
Dunham’s Sports president Ken Meehan, who like most Dunham’s
executives is a sporting goods retail veteran. “We think these markets
are underserved and being a broad-line sporting goods store we saw
an opportunity to provide everything these markets need as the momand-pop and specialty shops closed.”
Dunham’s compares itself to Cabela’s, the outdoors behemoth that
draws from a wide area because of its extensive selection. “We do the
same thing by offering everything you may need to wear or use for
sports and the outdoors,” says Meehan.
It opened 11 stores last year in towns that may even stump a geogsportsinsightmag.com

POWER
POINTS
Dunham’s boasts one of the most
experienced executive teams in the
industry. Key members have worked
together for decades. But those top
dogs understand that they need to
ensure the bench has players to build
for the future. Dunham’s added David
Lynn last March to oversee its critical
finance operations. His impressive

KEY
FACTS

as we continue to upgrade our webraphy major. Towns such as Elkins, WV,
site, including beginning the process
Wilkesboro, NC, Lenoir, NC, Scottsbluff,
of putting our full product line of more
NE, and Columbus, IN. And those new
than 20,000 SKUs online,” says Blazek,
stores can cover close to 100,000-square
who moved into his new role overseefeet — huge for the markets each serves.
223 Stores in 19 states
ing Dunham’s omni-channel efforts.
Along the way, it relocated five adHeadquarters: Troy, MI
Website: dunhamssports.com
“This will provide excellent informaditional stores within their respective
2015 Sales: $500 - $750 million
tion to our customers who are increasmarkets to bigger and better locations
(range given by company executives)
ingly doing research on a product on
to hold all that merchandise and include
our Dunham’s website before coming
its concept shops, gun counters, Fairway
into our store to finalize the purchase.”
Golf Centers and more.
“Clicks to bricks still works,” Meehan notes. As he points
As a savvy retailer, Dunham’s prowls the market for good
out, even Amazon wants to open hundreds of stores.
retail space often vacated by yesterday’s power retailers such
Having said that, Meehan and Blazek know the day will come
as Sears, Kmart, JC Penney and Macy’s.
when Dunham’s must sell online. “It’s the Burger King effect
“Kmart and Sears closings in the past few years have created
of having it your way,” Meehan explains, whether online, inopportunities for us to step forward in many secondary
store or simply webrooming to find out more about a product.
and tertiary markets to provide value to our customers by
“It’s inevitable that we will sell online,” Meehan says without
repurposing these spaces,” Meehan notes.
setting a timetable.
Such is the case in Shawnee, OK, where Dunham’s will
In the meantime, Dunham’s has been pleased with its
fill nearly 62,000-square feet vacated by Sears, or the
Dunham’s Fan Shop, a virtual store that sells 200,000 licensed
50,000-square feet Dunham’s took in Hazelton, PA, when JC
product items through its multi-year agreement with Fanatics.
Penney closed its doors. Shoot, they will even take space
“We had a successful Super Bowl Day; Peyton jerseys were
in a mall in Adrian, MI, vacated by MC Sports, one of its
flying off the shelves (okay, at least out of a warehouse),”
competitors in the upper Midwest.
Blazek says. “We’re pleased to be able to provide our
“We do try to use vacant retail locations when possible,”
customers rooting for out-of-town teams a broader array of
Meehan notes. “Taking a large portion – or even all – of these
fan-centric products”.
unused spaces allows us to display a deep assortment of
And while its stores stock licensed merchandise for popular
sporting goods. These buildings also tend to be in decent
local teams, even the biggest Dunham’s store couldn’t hold
locations in their markets that give us the visibility that we
or offer licensed products from colleges, pro teams and
are looking for.”
more both near and far. Instead, Dunham’s uses its loyalty
But it has to be the right opportunity, Meehan cautions. “We
program to remind its customers to shop its Fan Shop. With
have to determine how they fit into our plans. We don’t take
several million members, that’s a lot of caps, shirts, coffee
every one we look at. It’s a combination of the right location,
mugs, car decals and more to sell without having to have the
right size and the right demographics. It has to work for us. It
merchandise on store shelves.
becomes a unique case-by-case analysis.”
For now, the focus really remains on building its muscle
To back up both its growth and broad assortment, Dunham’s
with new stores and relocating others that need more room.
opened a mammoth 735,000-square-foot distribution center
“We plan to open 10-15 new stores while relocating several
in Marion, IN, last February. It replaced three buildings used
others,” Meehan says of his 2016 plans. “We are looking
previously and greatly automated the process of moving
forward to opening our first Oklahoma store and possibly one
goods to store shelves.
in Kansas as well.” Contiguous states present opportunities as
“The new DC has been great and has allowed us to increase
evidenced by stores it opened in Alabama, Virginia, Nebraska
our productivity in moving the product to our stores to get
and Missouri, all states with plenty of room to grow.
it on the shelves for the consumer,” Meehan says. “We built
“We have to fill up the existing markets and test new ones,”
with flexibility and expansion in mind, allowing us to serve
Blazek notes. “You can’t be dependent on one climatic area of
future store growth for the foreseeable future.”
the country. You need balance. We want to become a more
And that’s important as Dunham’s looks down the road at
balanced chain and diversified.”
ramping up its website and looking at e-commerce.
So that Midwestern muscle surely will flex south and east in
“In past years we shared our vision of a multi-year rollout
the coming years. X
for e-commerce and we are continuing to implement this plan
sportsinsightmag.com

resume includes a master’s degree
in business administration from the
London Business School and a
degree in finance from the prestigious
Wharton School at the University of
Pennsylvania. The chain also shifted
responsibilities for two long-time
executives. Al Blazek moved from
CFO to heading up omni-channel,
marketing and advertising and John
Oehler moved from marketing to
general merchandise manager
The warm winter has plagued
retailers across the country, stymieing
sales of cold weather apparel.
Dunham’s was no exception, and
was anxiously waiting freezing
temperatures in early February in
the Upper Midwest where it has
the bulk of its stores. “We’ve had
a couple years with warm winters,”
Meehan notes. “Good luck selling
ski jackets when customers are
out playing golf,” he quipped. But
it’s part of the reason the chain is
looking to diversify geographically.
Moving forward, Dunham’s sees
some tailwinds that give it cautious
optimism. “If the early spring
comes as predicted then we could
see a nice uptick in the outdoors,
baseball/softball and golf areas,”
Meehan says. “As for the next few
years we continue to see growth
in footwear and apparel as we
focus on maximizing key categories
and expanding our vendor base.
We also see continued outdoor
growth in shooting sports and
paddle sports as well as some
new categories such as drones,
hover boards and expanding fitness
wearables.”

BIG NAMES.
LOW PRICES
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HIBBETT SPORTS

SMALL TOWN HERO
With more than 1000 stores, chain thrives by filling a niche.

Hibbett Sports
continued its
inexorable march
into small towns
across America when
it opened its 1000th
store in Sealey, TX,
last May.

T

he day was May 1. The place was Sealey, TX, a small
around the warehouse when Sealey came on board, having watched
community of 6200 residents. Perhaps best known for
Hibbett’s meteoric rise from 13 stores in 1980 to 1000 and counting.
Daniel Haynes, a cotton gin builder who invented the
Hibbett has found success by following the same path that launched
cotton-filled mattress and named it after his hometown
and made Wal-Mart the world’s largest retailer — find those smaller
of Sealey, the town became part of Hibbett lore that day.
markets where residents are crying for products, except Hibbett
Located 50 miles west of downtown Houston, Sealey
does it with premium brands at premium prices. Better yet, locate
next door to a Wal-Mart and feed off the traffic, not to mention that
welcomed the 1000th store in the chain’s history.
It may seem mundane for industry watchers and analysts, but what
shoppers can’t find many of those brand name products in the giant
an accomplishment for the chain that continues its familiar march
discount store.
into small and mid-sized towns.
“We go where we are needed,” Rosenthal says. “They may have to
“It’s a major feat for our company,” says Jeff Rosenthal, CEO and
drive great distances, so we fill an important niche. We research the
president of the retail powerhouse. “It shows how
markets we enter to learn what the customers
of that area want from an athletic retail store,”
well our strategy works. It was pretty instrumental
for all the employees to make that happen. There
Rosenthal notes. “We constantly update our
are some people that have been here for 20, 30
merchandise assortment to offer the latest in
or more years, so it was especially gratifying to
product technology, performance and fashion
them,” he notes.
so that we can meet the diverse needs of our
And Rosenthal has been a key part of that
customers’ active lifestyles.”
march since joining Hibbett in 1998 and eventually
Premium products from Nike, Under Armour,
1044 Stores in 33 states
working his way to the top position, replacing
Mizuno, New Balance, Asics, Brooks, Adidas and
Headquarters: Birmingham, AL
Mickey Newsome, one of the industry’s retailing
more draw shoppers who can’t find those for
Website: hibbett.com
miles around, especially in a Wal-Mart.
legends, as CEO in March 2010. There’s little
2015 Sales: $943.1 million
doubt that Newsome took a couple of extra laps
The Hibbett formula seems simple. Open

KEY
FACTS
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HIBBETT SPORTS
5000-or-so-square-foot stores in towns ranging from 25,000 to 75,000 residents. Locate
the bulk of those stores (80 percent) in strip
centers either with or near a Wal-Mart. They
often become the only game in town where
shopping is still considered a form of entertainment. And up the margins by selling footwear
(47 percent of sales) and apparel (31 percent).
Throw in enough hardgoods (22 percent of
sales) to ensure Johnny and Joanie can find
a bat and glove, soccer ball or basketball and
the mix is complete.
The strategy of focusing on smaller markets
limits competition. Almost one-third of its stores
don’t have any competitors within a 15-minute
drive, more than half face competition from one
retailer or none, and 70 percent of its stores have

A new distribution center
that came online in 2014 is
sized to serve up to 1700
Hibbett Sports stores.

no more than two competitive retail outlets.
While the big boys focus on major metropolitan areas, Hibbett continues to find
opportunities, opening 71 stores in 2015, including its first stores in New Jersey and New York
as it targets the vast Eastern markets. It also
expanded 16 high-performing stores
But it’s not as simple as opening doors.
Hibbett’s management team is a stern taskmaster, closing some 15 underperfoming stores last
year. Stores are constantly under the watchful
eye of management. Those that can’t cut it, get
cut. Some that thrive, get expanded. And its
team moves ahead with new openings, with a
requirement that most new stores are within
two hours of an existing store.
“We still have plenty of opportunities,”
Rosenthal says. “It doesn’t cost us a ton of
money to open in small markets. We even
look at some larger markets such as suburban
communities. We do this for the convenience
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of the customer.”
Many of those opportunities still come in
states already dotted with Hibbett stores. For
example, even its home state of Alabama has
room for a few more of its stores, and Texas,
the chain’s leading state with more than 100
stores, has room to grow. More will come in
New York and New Jersey. Rosenthal sees the
Sunbelt as the best hunting grounds in the
short term. Looking ahead, the West Coast
isn’t long to come. “It will probably be sooner
rather than later on the West Coast. We’re
talking small towns,” he says to reinforce the
chain’s retail niche.
As part of this march, Hibbett opened a
massive distribution center in April 2014. The
fully automated 412,000-square-foot warehouse
can support up to 1700 stores. It
processes 25,000 boxes a day, compared to 12,000 boxes at its previous
center. Hot merchandise is stocked
and ready to fly out the door, while
a holding area maintains stock for its
upcoming store openings.
“It’s been good on filling in sizing
and replenishing,” Rosenthal says.
“We have improved our in-stock and
service levels. Sometimes it takes a
while, but we are seeing wins.”
Those wins can be as simple as
socks, Rosenthal says. Rather than
wait weeks for a vendor to resupply,
the distribution center can replenish
a store in days.
While it unflinchingly moves forward with new stores, Hibbett is
preparing for e-commerce as part
of its 24/7 service initiative. “We are
working on the ability to fulfill every
customer’s needs whether in-store
or through e-commerce. We hope
to have this in place by next year,” Rosenthal
says of its e-commerce initiative.
“You see more business going that way,”
Rosenthal says. Weather and the big Christmas
rush – Cyber Week and Cyber Monday – certainly
push shoppers online, he knows, adding that
the industry’s bigger players such as Dick’s
and Foot Locker are doing 8-12 percent of their
business online.
But Hibbett will remain committed to carrying
premium product at full price as much as possible to complement its stores and protect its
image, Rosenthal says. “It’s all about premium.
We don’t want to be known as a discounter. It’s
not about price, but the premium products that
are hard to get,” he says of Hibbett’s planned
strategy with e-commerce.
In the meantime, look for more stores in
small town America where Hibbett stands
out as the hero and the industry’s retailing
champ. X

POWER
POINTS
Hibbett says it remains on
schedule with its e-commerce
platform. The initial deployment
includes a new POS system in all
stores, allowing Hibbett to ship
from stores to homes. Rosenthal
noted that the core systems were
in place and expected to move
up the timetable, with online
purchases to come sometime
during 2017. And work continues
to prepare its distribution center
to pick and pack those orders.
As part of the effort last month
Hibbett added Bill Quinn as
VP–digital commerce. Quinn will
be responsible for leading the
implementation of its omni-channel
initiatives. He will report directly to
Rosenthal. Quinn recently served
as VP–digital, for David’s Bridal,
where his accomplishments
included growing online sales,
launching omni-channel initiatives,
and building mobile capabilities.
With more than 90 stores in
Alabama, Hibbett certainly fared
well when the Crimson Tide beat
Clemson to claim the national
championship. Rosenthal wasn’t
complaining, but sales weren’t as
brisk as past championship years
for Alabama. It’s almost become
expected by those Tide fans. After
all, how many hats and shirts do
you need in your closet?
Comparable store sales
decreased 0.4 percent for the
year. The chain plans to 40 to 50
new stores this year and projects
an Increase in comparable store
sales in the low single digit range.
Other 2016 plans: the rollout of a
new POS system across all stores,
preparation of its Store-to-Home
capability, and early development
of its digital commerce capability.
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MC SPORTS

MY COMMUNITY

MC Sports offers more than just the top brands.

Having the right
product at the right
time in the right
location is a hallmark
of MC Sports.

needs, our capability to have the right gear at the right time at each
location continues to be a core strength.”
Last year, that meant growing its relationship with Nike and Under
Armour, including adding concept shops from each in more of its stores.
Plus, it opened four new stores and expanded several others to ensure
it can service both athletes and outdoor enthusiasts.
As for the latter, MC continues to juggle new store openings with its
need to expand many of its legacy stores that were primarily athletic.
Those older stores, including those acquired from Brown’s Sporting
Goods, measured only 13,000-or-so-square feet. It’s settled on a format
that typically runs 25,000-square feet with room to stock product for the
field and stream crowd. Now, 45 of its 77 stores boast the new format,
including wider aisles, updated merchandising displays, speedier
checkout and more.
And to be a community leader, MC Sports remains focused on brickand-mortar stores.
“While there has been significant attention paid to retailers’ plans
to close unproductive stores, far less attention seems to be given to
their plans to invest in new markets,” Winchester notes. “Even many
pure-play e-tailers seem to be looking at brick-and-mortar locations as
part of their long-term strategy to remain viable.
“We believe in planned, responsible growth into markets underserved in the sporting goods category,” he adds. “Because our store
format is a more efficient size then many big-box retailers, we do not
require the larger population centers that many of these same retailers gravitate toward.”
As an example, MC will soon open a 23,000-square-foot store in
Warrensburg, MO, a rural community with a mid-size state university
that sits about 60 miles northeast from Kansas City.
Scheduled to open in late April, MC is promoting its wide selection
hat started out as Michigan Clothiers in 1946 has
long since morphed into MC Sports. The MC still
and community roots in that market. “In addition to the top name
reflects its original name, but now it stands as a
brands, MC Sports combines convenience with service by offering
testament to its focus on more than just selling
nearly everything the athlete and outdoor enthusiast needs under one
sports gear. MC also wants to be known as a great
roof. From rods to rifles, soccer to softball equipment, MC Sports is
benefactor to the communities where it has stores.
committed to offering the latest gear and providing a trained staff to
“What sets MC Sports apart from other retailers is its commitment
back it up,” MC Sports execs told the local newspaper.
to quality sports gear and its support of the comEqually important, Winchester hit on the chain’s
munities where it does business,” the company
willingness to forge a relationship with area
notes on its website.
residents. “Not only are we excited to introduce
Doing good certainly is part of its DNA, but MC
our wide selection of sports and outdoor gear
often serves many of those Midwestern communito Warrensburg and surrounding communities,
ties with a full line of sporting goods that may not
we’re also excited to introduce our Team and
be available elsewhere.
Affiliate Program to the area,” Winchester stated.
“Our strengths lie in our people and in our ability
And giving back means more than discounts.
75 Stores in seven states
to respond to our customers’ unique and varied
The
chain has long supported the Children’s
Headquarters: Grand Rapids, MI
needs by market,” says Dan Winchester, executive
Miracle
Network.
Website: mcsports.com
VP and COO. “From our heritage and expertise in
“Miracle May is a month-long campaign that
Sales for 2015: $225 million
(estimate; company is private)
the winter category to our ability to tailor our store
engages both our vendors and our customers
assortments in response to each community’s
in giving to the Children’s Miracle Network,”

W
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POWER
POINTS
While it wants to expand its
base, MC Sports isn’t afraid to
close a store or two as it did last
year. (And there was the recent
announcement of the planned
closing in May of its 16,452-squarefoot store in Highland, IN. A
48,000-square-foot Dick’s Sporting
Goods store opened at Highland
Grove in 2008, just one door down
from MC Sports.) “Like many good
retailers, we continually evaluate and
adjust our store portfolio to improve
the productivity of our company,”
Dan Winchester says. “This includes
both trimming and investing in our
store base.”
A big part of its community
focus is the MC Sports’ Affiliate
Program that allows teams and
organizations to earn one percent
back based on the purchases of
their members.
MC plans to continue
expanding and remodeling by
updating five existing stores and
opening four stores in 2016.
Besides Michigan, there’s plenty
of room to grow in Iowa, Illinois,
Indiana, Missouri, Ohio and
Wisconsin, not to mention untapped
markets in adjoining states.

As a full-line retailer, MC Sports offers everything from rods to rifles, from soccer to softball.

Winchester says. “The money raised at each store is donated
to the CMN affiliate hospital that serves that area. This will be
our 20th year hosting Miracle May. To date, we have raised
nearly $1.8 million for 23 CMN affiliate hospitals throughout
the communities we serve.”
And while it looks for opportunities to plant its stores in
underserved communities, that’s not to say MC avoids competition, including from Dunham’s, which also has stores
spread throughout the Midwest.
“I’m not aware of being targeted by any big-box sporting
goods retailer,” Winchester notes. “Certainly there are situations where a big-box opens in a market that we have one
or more stores. But there are also many markets where MC
Sports is the only sporting goods retailer in the area. What
we have found in many cases is there is room for both the
big-box and our more customer-centered approach. It is not
uncommon to experience sales growth as a result of new
competition seemingly due to more sporting goods consumers being drawn into the area.”
Moving forward, the experienced executive team also
sportsinsightmag.com

realizes that e-commerce needs to be part of its plan to forge
community relationships and grow sales. Currently, its website
allows customers to find out more about its product selection and pricing, along with its community-based programs.
“We continue to evaluate e-commerce and have built some
very good relationships with companies that are experts in
this arena,” Winchester says. “With their help, we now have
both a roadmap and a clear understanding of the opportunity
and investment in time, energy and resources required to
become a true omni-channel retailer.”
A private company since 1996, MC methodically continues
to focus on doing things better. Sure, it knows there are bigger
players in the industry either backed by stockholders or large
investment groups. It just sticks to its game plan and adjusts
when necessary.
“We don’t worry about the advantages or disadvantages compared to these retailers,” Winchester says. “We are focused on
growing our business responsibly and taking care of our customer.”
It may seem trite and perhaps old-fashioned, but My
Community still works, especially in the heartland of America. X

Its Active Rewards program
rewards loyal customers with a $15
certificate after they spend $500.
Plus, it provides a powerful tool in
reaching customers with special
offers, including entry to private
sales, advance notice of major sales
and gifts with purchase.

WHEN THE
RIGHT GEAR
MATTERS.
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MODELL’S SPORTING GOODS

AS LOCAL AS IT GETS
Keeping a connection with consumers is key.

T

hey say that “all politics is local.” That
mantra can also be increasingly applied to
sporting goods retailing in 2016, no more
so than in the New York market, where
Modell’s Sporting Goods has ridden the
strength of its local roots to expand its
reach into other key markets in the Northeast and MidAtlantic.
Leading that charge is, as always, Modell’s CEO Mitchell Modell, who is part of a dwindling group of retailers
left in the country whose family name is above the door
of every store. Modell is adamant that the chain’s local
roots and connection to its communities is the reason
for its power in the world of sporting goods retail.
“Our focus is to meet the demands of our local communities by developing localized customer-centric assortments which align to our assortment strategies,” he
says. “A key focus is on size selling by store,” adding
that being a local business also connects with its customers by generating revenue for the local economy
and creating jobs.
Modell’s puts its money where its mouth is by becoming intimately involved with sponsorships and
other support of professional sports teams in its key
markets. It’s hard to go to a New York Yankees game
or see hockey or basketball in Madison Square Garden
without noticing the “Gotta Go To Mo’s” signage. It is
also the Official Sporting Goods Retail Partner of New
York City Football Club of Major League Soccer.
Sports Insight caught up with Modell last month to
discuss where the chain gets its power and how it intends to maintain it against aggressive incursions by
larger rivals, not to mention direct sellers, brands with
their own stores and, of course, the Internet.

Modell’s succeeds
by offering a varied
assortment to its
urban and suburban
customers in the
Northeast.

What do you think makes Modell’s a Power Retailer?
By creating “gotta have it” retail environments, products and
experiences, by turning “I want” into “I need” and by providing
unbelievable value with great merchandise deals. We are not afraid
of elevated prices – Swagways at $399, tech running shoes at $130
to $200 – because elevated prices are a key part of the formula.
Then there is exclusivity, including private label footwear and
apparel, Nike retros in key locations, that sort of thing.
What were the highlights for Modell’s in the past year?
We relocated one of our prime retail stores at Broadway & Chambers to 280 Broadway, a prime corner location. We also expanded
our Bethesda store by adding an additional 2500-square feet.
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What about in your key New York City market?
Our mission is to own NYC. We want to elevate and accelerate
specific Modell’s locations within New York City as a premium
partnership with top vendors. Our objective is to drive profitable
growth across the Modell’s brand while delivering an elevated
and consistent experience, both digitally and at retail.
How about store openings and closings?
We opened five new stores in 2015 — Long Island City, NY; North
Bergen NJ; 161st Street, Bronx, NY; Rocky Point, NY; and West
42nd Street, New York City. We closed five stores: East 42nd
Street, New York City; Granite Run, PA; Manassas, VA; Kingston,
NY; and Warwick, RI.
sportsinsightmag.com

MODELL’S SPORTING GOODS
Were you able to adequately replace
your East 42nd Street store?
Key real estate locations in New York
City are in high demand and are very
challenging to acquire. We were successful in securing a second location
on West 42nd Street with little to zero
cannibalization of our flagship store in
Times Square.

KEY
FACTS
160 Stores in 10 states
Headquarters: New York, NY
Website: modells.com
2015 Sales: NA (Privately Owned)

Has the store redesign process been
completed and what did it entail?
We have rolled out our new concept store with more aisle
space and made it more shoppable. It included renovation
of footwear walls in key NYC doors for an easier and more
pleasant shopping experience for the customer. This new
store prototype was implemented at our Atlantic Ave.
store in Brooklyn.
What about the merchandising and display aspect of
the stores?
We have increased sales with better merchandise presentation and customer service. By removing bunkers we
have improved sightlines and improved our POP and wall
presentation. We are transitioning the offerings from relying heavily on core product in the $55-$65 range to more
elevated offering in the $70-85 range. We have now expanded
the wider main drive aisle concept to several stores.
You made a pretty bold move and acquired some of
the City Sports’ locations last year. Which ones did you
acquire?
We picked up and will be opening three City Sports store
locations: 472 Boylston Street in Boston; 1608 Walnut Street
in Philadelphia; and 715 7th St. NW in Washington D.C.
Why those three?
These are three premier retail locations in areas that
Modell’s does not currently serve. We will be elevating the
assortment in these locations. These locations have large
amounts of customer traffic and our goal will be to convert
every City Sports customer into a Modell’s customer.
What else can we expect at those locations?
Our major vendors will be investing in our shop-in-shop
concept. We will be expanding our vendor base to include
premium product from Brooks, Merrell, Asics, Spyder,
Marmot and The North Face. We will also introduce new
categories — health and wellness product, personal mobility
and audio and visual and we will expand outdoor to include
drones. We will also provide in-store services for stringing
tennis racquets as well as vendor specialists to assist with
choosing the correct running and training shoe and apparel.
Are you anticipating any benefit from the closing of Sports
Authority stores in your markets?
Any potential store closures in our trading areas will serve
an immediate lift to sales at Modell’s stores.
How has the New York metro area sporting goods retail
landscape changed and how is Modell’s dealing with
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operating in one of the most competitive markets in the country?
Differentiating our assortments against
our competition helps lessen our competition’s impact on our business. Facing
an ever-evolving landscape, we must
prioritize innovation above all else as
an essential step for survival.

Are you concerned with Dick’s making
any more moves onto your turf?
We will continue to fortify New York
with stores should Dick’s enter New York City.
How are the challenges different in your other markets
in Boston and south to Washington D.C.?
We believe the advantages that we have in the New York
market resonate with the developers in these other markets.
We will continue to develop assortments that are appropriate for the expanded markets we have entered.
You made some changes in your e-commerce effort by
bringing most of it in-house in the past three years. What
have been the successes and challenges in doing this
and are you where you want to be?
In March, 2012 we launched Modells.com with our Licensed
department and rolled out the other areas in the second half
of the year. Then in 2013 we launched our new warehouse
management system and implemented ship-from-stores.
In addition we launched our “save the sale” program by
introducing tablets to our stores. This allowed our associates to save the sale by ordering online from the store for
our customers. Our customers benefited by receiving free
shipping when ordering in-store.
How have your “endless aisle” efforts evolved?
In 2014 we launched “Drop Ship” from our vendors and created the endless aisle with zero inventory risk to Modell’s.
This helped e-com sales increase by 90 percent this year.
And last year we expanded into new categories, including
hoverboards at $400 retail, which is well above any price
point we have ever placed. This opened our appetite to
other opportunities with higher retails.

POWER
POINTS
One cloud that rained on
the Modell’s parade in 2015
was the forced closing of its
14,000-square-foot store in
the heart of Manhattan on East
42nd Street, across from Grand
Central Terminal. The property,
which housed a Modell’s for
the past 25 years, is being
demolished to make way for a
planned skyscraper.
Late last year Modell’s
acquired three prime Northeast
locations from City Sports,
which filed for bankruptcy
protection in October 2015 and
planned to close all its stores.
Beginning early this year, the
stores, which range from 7500to 9000-square feet and are
located in Philadelphia, Boston
and Washington, D.C., will
transition to the Modell’s format.
Modell’s improved its
security to deal with advanced
and sophisticated threats to
customer data and personal
information by teaming up with
Cyphort, a next-generation
Advanced Persistent Threat
defense company. Cyphort’s
software-based solution
provides a simple deployment
model with complete enterprise
infrastructure coverage while
utilizing a single management
console.

What percentage of overall sales are now coming online
and what is the ultimate target?
It is three percent now and the goal is 10 percent.
How does your e-commerce strategy work in conjunction
with your traditional brick-and-mortar efforts?
An omni-channel presence that includes mobile, web and
social media appears to have the greatest potential. We
have continued to become more adept in this space and
have placed a tech-savvy strategy at the top of a list of priorities for the coming year. The use of improved customer
data is helping to achieve efficient targeted marketing to
our customers.
Finally, what are your expansion plans for 2016
and beyond?
We have nine new stores planned for this year. X

GOTTA GO
TO MO’S.
sportsinsightmag.com

SCHEELS ALL SPORTS

THE NEXT LEVEL
Scheels All Sports gives new meaning to retail-tainment.

It’s all about getting
customers into the
store and keeping
them there. For
Scheels, that means
Ferris wheels, fudge
and fun ... and
millions of products.

S

ome retailers are all about pricing, others about
in its local community, where it is usually the largest retailer in town,
huge selections. Most tout their excellent customer
the coolest place to work and the centerpiece of retail development.
service, well-trained employees and willingness to go
The planned store in Johnstown will employ about 400 people who,
the extra mile. Still others seek to entertain as well
according to Scheel, will be among the best-paid retail workers in
as sell in order to assure customer loyalty.
the country.
And then there is Scheels All Sports, the megaIn the end, it is about all of that … plus Ferris wheels, statues
retailer out west that is often the biggest, greatest and most wonderful
of former presidents, 16,000-gallon aquariums, bowling alleys
thing in town (except, perhaps, for its Reno, NV, store, but that’s a
and shooting galleries, along with simulators for golf, soccer,
story for another day). And Scheels takes all of the above – pricing,
hockey, and baseball. And don’t forget the delicatessen and the
selection, customer service and entertainment – to a level unheard
homemade fudge.
of in the world of sporting goods.
All of this, under the guise of retail-tainment, is part of the power
In a word, its power comes from the hybrid concept of retailplay Scheels has followed as it became a major sporting goods retail
tainment — and here no one does it better.
fixture in secondary markets around the country. While publicly traded
Perhaps it is the sheer size of its stores. After all, at nearly
companies such as Dick’s Sporting Goods and Hibbett Sports feel
300,000-square feet its Sparks, NV, store lays
the pressure to focus on quantity over quality
claim to being the largest sporting goods store in
to satisfy investors, Scheels’ strength is in its
the country. Coming in a close second is a new
private ownership that allows it to invest and
focus on a single project at a time.
220,000-square-foot store in Billings, MT. But
even that store will move down a notch when
“Being a private company, we can put all the
the recently announced 250,000-square-foot
resources in our next single project, rather
Scheels All Sports in Johnstown, CO, opens
than a lot of our competition that’s public,”
in September 2017.
explains Scheel in a Fargo Monthly interview.
26 Stores in 11 states
Or maybe it is the selection. Scheels CEO
“We can throw all our resources at one project.”
Headquarters: Fargo, ND
Stephen D. Scheel boasts that the mega-stores
Thus, the retail-tainment concept took hold
Website: scheels.com
carry close to 2.2 million items (a typical large
in sporting goods retail. “It took us too long to
2015 Sales: Undisclosed
retailer will carry about a quarter of that amount).
realize that we need to be more than just retail,”
(Company is privately owned)
Or it could be the importance each store has
says Scheel. “We look at it as the Disneyland of

KEY
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SCHEELS ALL SPORTS

Scheels All Sports is
often the biggest thing
in retail in the cities
where it opens stores.

sporting goods, where people come as a family
and really enjoy the day. They can eat in the
restaurant. They can ride the Ferris wheel and
shoot in the shooting gallery and, oh by the
way, we stock about two million items they
can look at, too.”
All of this is playing out in 2016 with the start
of construction of the 250,000-square-foot “retail
shopping adventure” in Johnstown, CO, that
would be the second largest sporting goods
store in the country — after the 295,000-squarefoot Scheels in Nevada.
“We’ve been looking for this site for over
10 years,” said Scheel in announcing the construction plans for the chain’s first store in the
state. “We know this community will support
it.” Scheels plans to break ground early this
year and open in September 2017.
“It’s likely going to be the most expensive retail store ever built in the state of Colorado, but
we don’t give out those numbers,” Scheel said.
In an interesting twist, the new store will dwarf
a 100,000-square-foot Bass Pro Shop planned
nearby. Scheel says the proximity to Bass Pro
won’t be a problem for his store.
“We love other retailers,” he says. “The
synergy is what makes it best for all. Bass Pro
is a good neighbor.”
According to Scheels’ promotional material,
its new store “will be a collection of entertainment venues, specialty shops and boutiques”
and will have the largest selection of sports,
fashion and footwear under one roof in Colorado. Scheel puts the number at 2.2 million.
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The upscale shopping experience will have women’s fashion
comparable to what’s available in
Denver and New York, he claims,
plus “we say we have everything
you need in sporting equipment,
except maybe bullfighting.”
As usual, for entertainment value,
the store will have, among many
other things, a working 65-foot Ferris
wheel, a 16,000-gallon aquarium and
a children’s bowling alley.
At the same time it was making
progress on the Colorado location,
Scheels revealed plans for an investment of about $84 million in a new
220,000-square-foot larger store
and other improvements in Lincoln,
NE. The new Lincoln store will be
modeled after the flagship store in
Overland Park, KS, that opened in
June and includes a Ferris wheel,
aquarium, sports simulators and an
exhibit on U.S. presidents.
The store will be nearly three
times the size of the existing
80,000-square-foot Lincoln Scheels
that opened in 2000 and will be built
on the current site of the Michael’s, Famous
Footwear and Dress Barn stores. The new
Scheels will employ about 130 full-time and
200 part-time people, with construction to
start next fall and take two years to complete.
“We believe that Scheels is a great complement to this strong economy and active lifestyle,” said Scheel in announcing the plans. “We
are proud to partner with the City of Lincoln
and SouthPointe Pavilions and are looking
forward to presenting our new flagship store to
Lincoln and all those who travel here to enjoy
the Capital City.”
The new stores come on the heels of two
store openings in 2015.
First up was the opening of a Scheels All
Sports store in Rochester’s Apache Mall in
Minnesota. The two-story, 144,000-square-foot
store replaced a Sears location.
The Rochester location fits somewhere in
the middle of the Scheels blueprint in terms of
sheer size — larger than the 120,000-squarefoot stores in Mankato and Waite Park, but
much smaller than the giant stores in Utah and
Nevada. It will be its fifth store in Minnesota.
To top off its power moves in 2015, Scheels
opened the 220,000-square-foot store in Overland Park, KS, in the Corbin Park retail village.
Like its other locations, the Kansas site – its
first in the state – is a collection of entertainment venues, specialty shops and boutiques
and, according to the company, showcases
Kansas’ largest selection of sports, sportswear
and footwear under one roof. X

POWER
POINTS
In November injured veterans
received a free shopping spree
at Scheels before a hunting trip.
Nine disabled vets participated
in an all-expenses paid shopping
trip to purchase hunting
clothes, boots, knives and other
equipment in preparation for
this year’s hunt organized by
HOOAH Deer Hunt for Heroes, a
non-profit that provides outdoor
activities and other social events
for wounded veterans to help
them rehabilitate mentally and
physically. Scheels officials
wouldn’t say how much the
store’s donation was worth.
Last year Scheels donated
$500,000 to the local YMCA for
improvements to its facilities. The
donation allowed work to start on
the gym at one of the locations,
while in another work on a new
customer service center and child
care area was also able to begin.
Even big store-owners
sometimes have sticker shock.
According to a recent press
report, Scheels’ CEO Steve
Scheel was one of a handful of
local residents who protested
at a City Council meeting about
what they see as skyrocketing
taxes and property values. “Over
the years, I’ve probably looked
at 500 business and personal
tax statements, and this is the
first time in my life I have been
shocked,” said Scheel. City
assessors bumped the value
of Scheel’s home from about
$900,000 in 2014 to just shy of
$1.2 million in 2015, according to
city property records.
Thanks to $625,000 from
Scheels All Sports, the Overland
Park Soccer Complex is getting
new turf fields — and a new
name. Scheels All Sports
secured the naming rights for
the facility, which is the highest
level of sponsorship available
at the complex. The five-year
sponsorship will cost the sporting
goods retailer $625,000.
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AARON RAMSEY
TEAM NEW BALANCE FOOTBALL

THEY CAN’T STOP YOU
IF THEY CAN’T CATCH YOU.
Introducing the new Vazee Rush with
Rapid Rebound. Launching in July
newbalance.com

FOOTWEAR

FOOTWEAR FOCUSED
The athletic market’s power retailers are as strong as ever.

I

Finish Line is counting
on a deeper partnership
with Nike to spur its 2016
performance.

t hasn’t been a smooth year for the athletic channel — but
mall retailers Foot Locker and Finish Line are poised to benefit.
That’s not to say the waters have been entirely smooth.
Indianapolis-based Finish Line closed out its third quarter
in January by announcing worse-than-expected earnings, a
change in its chief executive and the closings of a full 25
percent of its store base.
Outside the mall, the Boston-based City Sports searched in vain
for a buyer to operate its remaining store base after declaring
bankruptcy last October, and all 26 doors were shuttered. And of
course, Englewood, CO-based The Sports Authority announced
it was filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on March 2, along with
the closings or selling 140 doors plus two distribution centers in
the face of increased competition online and from other brickand-mortar sporting goods and other channel retailers.
But still: there’s no reason to
panic, market watchers say. The
The upcoming
upcoming summer Olympics and
summer Olympics
an innovative product pipeline
and an innovative
should forecast strong sales. Add
product pipeline
in-store invigoration efforts and increased integration of omnichannel
should forecast
efforts to the mix, and the equation
strong sales. Add
for Finish Line and Foot Locker
in-store invigoration
looks favorable.
efforts and increased
Mitch Kummetz, an analyst at B.
integration of
Riley and Co., says the closures of
omnichannel efforts
stores are more a reflection of the
retail market than of the athletic
to the mix, and the
market.
equation for Finish
“It happens that segments of
Line and Foot Locker
retail get overstored,” he says.
looks favorable.
“My overall philosophy is that
all the demand [from the closed
stores] gets absorbed in existing stores or online. It’s not a reflection of slowing in athletic.”
Citi Research analyst Kate McShane agrees.
“We’re entering into year eight of very strong growth,” she
says. “But part of why it’s been so strong is that we’re not seeing newness in other areas of footwear and apparel. And what’s
happening at the athletic guys is what the customer wants.”
Foot Locker’s recent earnings bear a strong athletic market.
In late February, the New York-based retailer reported what
CEO and president Dick Johnson told analysts on an earnings
call were sales gains in “all regions, channels and genders in the
most banners and product categories.”
In fact, the company reported sales up mid-single digits for
Foot Locker’s U.S. doors, as well as Champs, Lady Foot Locker
sportsinsightmag.com
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FOOT LOCKER

POWER
POINTS
and Six:02, with Footaction up low single
of sales.”
digits. And shoe sales were the engine: for
But even with – maybe especially with
This spring, the company will remodel and
the quarter footwear rose double digits
– a strong market – competition is increasexpand not only its flagship store on 34th
overall, with running growing in the teens
ing in specialty footwear.
Street in New York City, but next year it will
and basketball up single digits.
Nike raised eyebrows last October when
open a location in Times Square.
And while Finish Line struggled in its
it announced its aggressive plans to grow its
third quarter – the troubled rollout of
direct-to-consumer sales to $7 billion from
Last July, the company appointed Target vet
a new warehouse and order managetoday’s $1 billion by 2020. Under Armour,
Pawan Verma as SVP and CIO.
ment system led to an almost 10 percent
Adidas and virtually every other major
comp-store sales decline in October and
brand stocked by the athletic retailers are
The retailer’s full-year earnings of $606
November and $32 million in lost sales –
pursuing similar goals. And the competition
million (non-GAAP) rose 16 percent from the
newly named CEO Sam Sato highlighted
from other channels continues to increase,
year prior, hitting a new high for the fourth
a deeper partnership with Nike to bring
from e-tailers like Amazon to shops in the
consecutive year.
more running and running lifestyle shoes
family channel, the specialty world and
to the retailer and the upcoming Olympics
even fashion players are all looking to stock
During Foot Locker’s annual Week of
as steps forward.
sneakers and athletic apparel.
Greatness for Holiday 2015, the retailer had
“We expect the upcoming summer OlymTo combat the competition, both Foot
more than 80 releases from Nike, Puma,
pics in Rio to reenergize the category
Locker and Finish Line have made online
Adidas and more.
through exciting product introductions
efforts central to their growth strategies,
featuring new innovations that our brand
aggressively improving and expanding
partners are bringing to market,” Sato
their omnichannel efforts.
Imram Jooma, who was named head of omni-channel for Fintold analysts. “We will be well positioned to capitalize on these
ish Line last February, said all three of the company’s banners
emerging opportunities, which we will support through exciting co-marketing programs leading up to, during and after the
– Finish Line, the newly rebranded JackRabbit specialty run
games conclude.”
shops, and the Finish Line at Macy’s shop-in-shops – will be
Citi Research’s McShane (the firm upgraded Finish Line’s stock
the beneficiaries of investments in a “mobile-first” that looks
to “Buy” in December) is also bullish on the Olympics’ effect on
to transform consumers’ phones into selling tools in-store in
the bottom line.
addition to an e-com vehicle.
“It is going to propel newness and we think that’s a big driver
“Consumers want to be served by knowledgeable store asFoot Locker is
battling to attract
the attention of
customers who have
a greater number of
options to buy their
athletic footwear.
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FOOTWEAR

FINISH LINE

POWER
POINTS
sociates, but they also want to look at
For Foot Locker, leveraging the exreviews, see what’s trending, compare
pertise of its online-only sporting goods
After disappointing earnings hit by a supply
prices, perhaps even share items on a
banner Eastbay across all their digital
disruption caused by a new warehouse and
social network and get feedback,” Jooma
divisions has been the key. While sales
inventory management system in the third quarter,
said. “Mobile is really serving as a glue to
at performance-oriented Eastbay.com dethe company announced in January that it would
integrate the digital and physical worlds.”
clined for the quarter, hurt by the trend to
be closing as many as 150 stores — and replacing
The retailer is adding beacons in-store
more casual product, the dot-com banners
CEO Glenn Lyon with president Sam Sato.
that connect with shopper cell phones
managed by the Wisconsin-based Eastbay
to bring up stories and facts about the
team grew sharply — above 20 percent in
The brand launched “Epic Finish,” its integrated
shoes in front of the customer, or even
the U.S. and even higher overseas.
social media and marketing campaign, in 2015
go farther, Jooma says. “We could see
“We try to be channel agnostic: our
whether you were doing research on our
consumer still likes going to the mall
The brand is banking on increasing participation
website and look at any past purchases
and touching and feeling the product,
in its Winners Circle loyalty club — members
and we can combine all of that to deliver
and likes to be able to immediately put
spend 21 percent more per transaction than
targeted content on your mobile device.”
it on their feet,” Foot Locker’s Johnson
other customers.
It does’t need to end after the shopper
told Sports Insight. “That’s how they want
exits, either, he adds. “When you leave
to shop part of the time, and part of the
By 2016-2017, Finish Line expects two-thirds
the store it becomes an entry point for
time they want to be at home and hanging
of its digital traffic, and half of its sales, to come
customer relationship management softout [and shopping us].
from mobile.
ware. If we know all the things you looked
“It’s a multichannel world, but the conat in the store, we can continue to serve
sumer doesn’t think about channels,” he
content based on the shoe you saw.”
adds. “We want to available to them to engage and be able to
Jooma also said the firm’s investment in supply chain should
educate and entertain regardless of how they interact with us.”
result in speedier deliveries, about 25 percent faster than before —
Johnson says Foot Locker is committed to exploring that engagement both ways — including bringing elements of Eastbay
critical for anyone going toe-to-toe with Amazon and its brethren.
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OUTDOOR

THE POWER OF TWO
Bass Pro Shops and Cabela’s pack a one-two punch.

Whether
independently or
eventually perhaps
as part of the same
team, Bass Pro
Shops and Cabela’s
lead the way in
outdoor retail.

W

ill they, or won’t they? That question has
hung over the outdoor specialty retail industry since late last year when reports began to
swirl that the category’s two power players
– Cabela’s and Bass Pro Shops – were exploring myriad options of hooking up (in the business context, not the outdoor or social sense). Both companies are
surprisingly mum on the reports, addressing them in only vaguely
worded public statements and “no comments.”
Indeed, in its fourth quarter conference call in mid-February Cabela’s CEO Tommy Millner expressly forbade any discussion of
the topic. His exact words: “… our board had initiated a process
to explore strategic alternatives. That process has continued and
is ongoing. I hope you can appreciate that we will have no further
comments related to the review.”
Yet, as anyone in the Great Outdoors will know, where there is
smoke, there is usually fire.
All of the fuss started back in early December when Reuters reported that privately held Bass Pro Shops was exploring an offer
for Cabela’s, the U.S. hunting and fishing store chain targeted by
activist investor Elliott Management. At the time, “people familiar
with the matter” said that Bass Pro was working with an investment
bank on the potential offer. Cabela’s had recently begun to explore
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its options and has also reached out to private equity firms to solicit
interest.
The reports took hold after Elliott Management disclosed an 11
percent stake in Cabela’s and called for it to explore strategic alternatives, including a possible sale to a private equity firm.
One television station in Billings, MT, even went so far as to report
that Cabela’s had been sold to Bass Pro Shops, with the deal closing
on January 1. Whoops.
Shortly after the reports surfaced, Bass Pro Shops founder Johnny Morris appeared on CNBC’s “Squawk Box” to talk about holiday
sales for the outdoor retail chain. The conversation quickly turned
to rumors concerning a possible purchase of Cabela’s.
Morris, who has a reported net worth of $3.9 billion and is ranked
the 133rd richest person in America by Forbes, was certainly expecting the question after Squawk Box’s co-anchor Joe Kernen pointed
out that the merger of the two companies could make the resulting
entity a powerful force in the world of outdoor retail.
“That’d be a hell of a combination, you’ve got to admit, because
you’re more East, they’re more West, right?” Kernen asked. Morris
acknowledged the rumors, but gave no definitive answer.
“There are a lot of rumors from this. Who knows where they’ll
lead, if anywhere, but we have a high regard for that company,” Morris said. “Both our companies grew up pretty much the same way,
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BASS PRO SHOPS
Every opening of a Bass Pro Shop
is a big event in that community,
usually including an Evening for
Conservation event that features
an all-star cast of celebrities from
the worlds of sports, entertainment
and the outdoors joining together
to help celebrate the opening and
make a contribution to conservation
initiatives. The company donates 50
cents of every dollar spent during
the Evening for Conservation to nonprofit conservation organizations.
Founder Johnny Morris reportedly
has a net worth of at least $2.8
billion, according to the Bloomberg
Billionaires Index.

The Great Outdoors
comes to “life” in the
displays at Cabela’s.

from the passion of the founders around the outdoors. It’s a great brand we respect.”
Morris started Bass Pro Shops in 1971 from
the back of his father’s liquor store before selling
fishing tackle in a mail-order catalog. Similarly,
Dick Cabela and his wife started their business
selling hand-tied flies from their kitchen just 10
years earlier. Both companies were founded by
self-made men and emphasize hard work and
passion for their industry.
Cabela’s has been uncharacteristically silent
during the whole process, indicating either that
a fight is brewing or they are digging deep into
their options. Another reason Cabela’s could be
keeping mum is because the Cabela family reportedly owns at least 24 percent of the company
and might feel that with such a large stake, Elliott
isn’t a threat.
A merger would change the face of outdoor
specialty retail – the two combined would boast
close to $8 billion in combined sales, operating
more than 160 retail locations, extremely popular
websites and employing almost 40,000 people.
They would dwarf any competitors.
Even as separate companies, Bass Pro and
Cabela’s lay claim as the dominant forces in the
outdoor specialty market.
Privately owned Bass Pro, headquartered in
Springfield, MO, has revenues estimated at $4.3
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billion from 95 stores and Tracker Marine Centers across America and Canada that are visited
by more than 120 million people every year and it
employs about 20,000 people. Bass Pro is ranked
number 98 among America’s Largest Private
Companies by Forbes.
The success of Bass Pro Shops can be summed
up in one, oft-stated fact: The average customer
stays in the store two-and-a-half hours and drives
an average distance of more than 50 miles to do
so. Now that’s a destination store.
The attraction is easy to see. Famously publicity-shy founder Morris has worked since 1971 to
make his stores the most-see retail stop for avid
fisherman and hunters. The specialty stores,
which mirror the retail-tainment concept perfected in full-line sporting goods retailing by Scheels
All Sports, combine top-of-the-line product with
restaurants, entertainment and education. And
lots and lots of products.
Indeed, many people talk about the entertainment side of the business before they talk about
the product, much of which – other than its store
lines – does not differ from brands available in
other stores. For example, there’s its restaurant
concept, headlined by Uncle Buck’s Fishbowl
and Grill (named after an uncle whose name also
adorns a house brand of candy and jerky).
But product is what makes the money at

CABELA’S
There have been some major
personnel changes at the top
of Cabela’s in early 2016. First,
in February the chain appointed
Scott Williams president, with
additional responsibility for U.S.
retail operations and all operations in
Canada. Williams, who has been with
Cabela’s since October 2011, will
continue to report to CEO Tommy
Millner. Then later in the month
Michael Copeland, EVP and chief
operations officer, “transitioned” from
his current position to a strategic
advisory role.
Last November Cabela’s opened
three seasonal shops at military
bases — Fort Bliss and Fort Hood
in Texas and Fort Leonard Wood
in Missouri. It was the first time the
company opened a seasonal store
of any kind. The locations were
approximately 10,000-square-feet
and offered a selection similar to
that of a regular Cabela’s store,
including an assortment of soft
goods, hunting gear, clothes and
boots and fishing tackle.
Cabela’s is increasingly
looking north for expansion after
it established Cabela’s Canada
in 2007 with a retail store and
headquarters for Canadian
operations in Winnipeg, Manitoba. It
currently operates eight stores in the
country and plans to open stores
in Abbotsford, British Columbia
and Ottawa, Ontario in 2016 and
Halifax, Nova Scotia in 2017.

OUTDOOR
Bass Pro Shops, which at its heart is an outdoor store (and catalog
and website) that specializes in hunting, fishing and camping. Its
Tracker Marine Group, which has produced the number one selling brand of fishing boats for more than 35 years, manufactures
and sells a variety of boats for fishing and cruising.
Meanwhile, Cabela’s, based in Sidney, NE, more than holds its
own in the outdoor space, reporting last month that total revenue for 2015 increased 10.5 percent to $1.4 billion; retail store
revenue climbed 14.3 percent to $926.5 million; direct revenue
inched up 0.5 percent to $351.5 million; and financial services
revenue jumped 15.7 percent to $131.1 million. On the negative
side, comp-store sales decreased 3.5 percent.
This performance shows there are some significant headwinds
faced by Cabela’s, which is perhaps what prompted activist investors to want more for their money.
Millner did say that its omni-channel strategy, combined with

aggressive expense reduction strategies, allowed it to exceed external revenue and profit objectives.
“We have a number of initiatives underway to improve new
store productivity and profitability, which gives us confidence in
our long-term goal of 225 stores in North America,” he says.
The chain’s new format stores continue to outperform its legacy stores in both sales and profit per square foot and Cabela’s
posted better comparable store sales than its legacy stores in
the fourth quarter — for the fourth quarter, consolidated comparable store sales were down 4.9 percent and U.S. comparable
store sales were down 3.5 percent. Positive comps in firearms,
shooting, ammunition, and home and gifts categories did help
to offset the softness in other categories that included apparel,
archery and general outdoors. Cabela’s still plans to open eight
stores in 2016 and an additional six in 2017, with its target of 200
to 225 stores in North America still in place. X

REI OPTS FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT
Unprecedented decision to close on Black Friday showed co-op’s power and commitment.

T

alk about putting your money where
your mouth is. Long a proponent of
encouraging people to get outdoors – its
“A Life Outdoors Is A Life Well Lived”
motto resonates with its millions of
members – REI’s immensely successful
#OptOutside campaign on Black Friday 2015 firmly
cemented the company’s position as a socially
conscious brand serious about its mission.
And it certainly fortified its position as a Power
Retailer. Only a company with the power of an REI,
with its 5.5 million co-op members, 143 stores in 35
states and more than $2 billion in annual sales, could
pull off something of this magnitude.
For those too immersed in holiday shopping
last year to notice, the #OptOutside campaign was
launched on October 27 when REI announced plans
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to close the doors on Black Friday (November 27) at
all 143 of its retail locations, headquarters and two
distribution centers. Instead of reporting to work,
the co-op would pay its 12,000 employees so they
could “opt outside.”
The campaign took on a life of its own when REI
invited people to join in by choosing to #OptOutside
to reconnect with family and friends on a day
recently devoted to holiday shopping. The result:
1.4 million people signed up. Its viral hashtag
#optoutside directed all photos posted with the tag
to a webpage, where visitors could browse outdoor
activities in their area and post pictures of their
experiences.
Beyond that, parks in a host of states offered
free entry to many state parks on Black Friday,
with entry fees waived at such iconic locations as

Washington’s Mount Rainier and Olympic National
Parks. Tennessee even offered free, guided hikes at
all 56 of its parks.
“Any retailer that hears this will be startled by the
idea,” said REI President and CEO Jerry Stritzke, who
admitted at the time that he was apprehensive about
closing at first.
“The idea has struck a chord — far more than we
expected,” Stritzke added. “We did this to share our
passion for reconnecting with the people we love,
in the outdoor places we love. But honestly we are
surprised by – and very grateful for – the number of
groups joining in. Clearly people are looking to do
something a bit different with their time.”
Apparently, that move didn’t hurt online sales.
In fact, REI saw online traffic growth on both
Thanksgiving and Black Friday, according to data by
digital analytics company SimilarWeb. SimilarWeb
reported that REI experienced a 10 percent bump in
online traffic on Thanksgiving, and a 26 percent rise
on Black Friday.
So apparently at least some REI customers
spent some time indoors shopping online on Black
Friday, but that is sort of beyond the point. (While
customers were able to view and purchase orders
on REI.com and REIOutlet.com, it did not process
orders on Black Friday.)
Gauging the results, it is apparent that the
#optoutside idea was a success, whether it hurt the
bottom line in the short term or not. REI certainly
deems it a success, and while there has been no
official word on it being repeated in 2016 it is difficult
to imagine REI changing its tune and opening is
stores on November 25, 2016.
“As a co-op ... we define success a little differently.
It’s much broader than just money. How effectively
do we get people outside?” said Stritzke.
Now that’s power. X
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ONLINE SPECIALISTS
It’s a new world for Running Warehouse and Soccer.com.

Running Warehouse has
invested significantly to enable
it to serve both its online and
brick-and-mortar customers.

RUNNING IN TWO WORLDS

Running Warehouse has its feet in both channels.

W

hile many people debate the pros and cons of
operating either a brick-and-mortar retail store
or an online business, Joe Rubio has his own
answer for becoming a powerful retailer in a
specialty niche: Do both.
Started in 2006 as an online retailer, Running Warehouse now serves runners both through its website –
runningwarehouse.com – as well as a 900-square-foot run specialty
store in San Luis Obispo, CA. Both, according to Rubio, offer their own
opportunities and challenges, which Rubio and his staff face head on
to make Running Warehouse one of the most powerful forces in run
specialty in 2016.
“I believe a key reason we’ve enjoyed continued success for the last
72 • Sports Insight ~ March/April 2016

10 years is a result of being competitive in both worlds and bringing
the best of each to the consumer,” Rubio says. The website offers
perhaps the largest selection of running-specific products available
anywhere, while its customer service has received the Bizrate Circle of
Excellence Platinum Award, an honor that rates online retailers based
on 15 criteria of customer satisfaction.
“Our entire staff – retail, phone, live chat, email – receives extensive
ongoing training on product to stay current and to be able to accurately
answer customer’s questions,” he says. To further the online experience,
Running Warehouse offers free two-day shipping, free return shipping
and 90-day No Sweat Returns.
Running Warehouse has always had the goal of providing an authentic run specialty experience online, a goal Rubio developed after
sportsinsightmag.com

SPECIALTY
growing up in the late 1970s/early ’80s having
several outstanding run specialty stores in his
neighborhood.
“They all offered the latest running shoes,
apparel and accessories. They carried track
spikes, cross-country and road racing flats.
They sold team uniforms and warm-ups, they
were the place to go to talk shop about training, results and product,” Rubio recalls. “They
acted as a hub for anything running.”
With that background, his goal from incep-

Running Warehouse
aims to provide a
place where runners
can find every
running-related
product they need.

tion was to provide a similar experience that,
given the landscape in the running specialty
business in the U.S. today, is unique.
“Over the years, a full-range running specialty
experience has disappeared and the current offering for the industry tends to be pretty narrow
and limited to items that appeal to the largest
number of consumers,” Rubio says. He believes
that Running Warehouse is one of the last places
where runners can find a single location that
carries nearly every product running-related
and the expertise to talk intelligently about it.
“This full-range running specialty experience
separates us from the competition,” he says.
“We tend to attract a very loyal, dedicated and
influential customer that has great lifetime
value.”
As an online seller, Running Warehouse has
its fans and detractors, something Rubio readily
acknowledges. But he also realizes there is little
he can do to alter any perceptions.
“There are some that respect what we do and
others that feel we are everything wrong with
business in America today,” he says, pointing
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WHAT
POWER
LOOKS
LIKE
out that he interacts with fellow retailers on a
regular basis and appreciates their comments,
both good and bad.
“I would say those that understand their customer and have a business directly targeted at
taking care of their customers tend to respect
us,” Rubio says, adding that he is encouraged
when several of the top run specialty store
owners tell him how highly they regard his
business.
But then there are those owners who have
an opinion 180 degrees opposite of that. “I
cannot control how others view us; I can only
control our business and how we treat our
customers,” he says.
Running Warehouse’s top customers are
those he refers to as the “dedicated runner,”
not necessarily the fastest, but certainly the
most passionate. They are into product, into
tech and into the latest and greatest and Rubio’s aim is to be the first place they think of
when spending their discretionary income on
their passion.
“Our role is to be the go-to place for all
running-specific items that are not readily
available from any other online or brick-andmortar stores and to be the source of detailed,
accurate information about product,” he says.
“We earn the dedicated runner’s trust by being
authentic.”
But authenticity is nothing without product
and the ability to deliver it, and then take care
of problems when they inevitably arise. That
is where Running Warehouse gets its power in
run specialty and what sets it apart from much
of the competition.
Rubio subscribes to the “Law of Bezos,”
which says that an online retailer needs to have
a wide selection, which is expensive in itself,
along with the warehouse to store it and the
staff to maintain it. Add to that the challenge
of running a retail store -- Running Warehouse
operates a successful brick-and-mortar operation that achieved $1755 per square foot in 2015
– and it is well aware of the issues facing that
aspect of the business.
“Online requires a very efficient distribution
system that can serve a large number of people
swiftly and accurately, versus brick-and-mortar,
which is largely one-on-one sales where knowledge, patience, a sympathetic ear and selection
all play a role in long-term success,” Rubio says.
“One’s not better than the other; they are
complementary, but require fundamentally
different mindsets and systems to succeed.
We strive to deliver a positive experience
regardless of how the customer chooses to
interact with us.”
Running Warehouse has successfully implemented its business over the past decade, but

The Running Warehouse Team Includes:
• Three 2016 U.S. Olympic Marathon Trials
qualifiers.
• Two NCAA cross-county All Americans in its
Teams Department.
• A fourth-place finisher in Olympic Trials
Steeplechase works on the retail floor.
• Three CSRs competed on NCAA D1 track
teams.
• The retail manager and head buyer have
completed the Western States 100.
• The web content team includes two
collegiate cross-country members and a
former high school/collegiate sprint/hurdles
coach.
• Owner Joe Rubio is a DII Track All American,
two-time Olympic Marathon Trials qualifier
and currently coaches and advises six 2016
U.S. Olympic Marathon Trials qualifiers.
The Online Experience
Many assume that customers search for
a product online, click on a link, and then
immediately buy. But Running Warehouse’s
data indicates a different reality and finds that
customers do quite a bit of research on the
site prior to purchasing:
Average Site Visits Before Purchase
Male: 5.0 / Female: 3.9
Average Page Views Before Purchase
Male: 62.4 / Female: 51.6
Average Time on Site Before Purchase
Male: 45 minutes / Female: 36 minutes

not without its own start-up challenges, the
same ones that swallow up many upstart online
companies these days.
“There’s a tipping point where being online
becomes an advantage in terms of selection
and reach, but until then it’s very expensive
and not an advantage at all,” he says, pointing
out that online sellers need inventory, staff and
systems in place, but may not necessarily have
the sales to support that for quite some time.
“It’s a race in a sense,” he adds. “Can you gain
enough traction to benefit from being online
before the weight of the expenses crashes down
on the business?”
Today most of the challenges continue to
revolve around operational systems — How do
you get the customer an order confirmation or
shipping information on their package? What if
the package is delivered to the wrong address
or is stuck on a plane grounded due to a storm?

GOTTA DANCE? GOTTA CHEER?

WOMENS SIZES. GIRLS SIZES. HIGH & LOW TOPS! BAGS TO MATCH!

Distributed By EMC Sports Inc. & Eric McCrite Company
customerservice@mccrite.com / P: 800-535-8020 F: 877-858-0214
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How do you handle a return?
“Even something as seemingly simple as
getting your customer the right shoe they
ordered in the right color and the right size
is not nearly as easy or foolproof as it may
appear,” Rubio says. “The devil is in the
details and few understand how difficult
it is to do all of the little things effectively
that makes the purchasing process from
hitting the buy button to delivery seamless
from the customer’s perspective.”
He is also very aware of the new challenges established online retailers like
his face from increasingly sophisticated
competitors, but he is confident Running
Warehouse has the experience to deal
with it.
“We started as an online business 10
years ago, so we’ve dealt with the issues
daily that most competitors looking to add
an online component to their business
have no idea they will need to address,” he
says. While declining to say exactly what
the percentage of online is to retail sales,
Rubio does say that online is certainly a
larger portion of the business.

“There are a lot of missteps out there
right now from some very successful retailers who haven’t figured out how to
add an efficient online component to their
business,” he points out.
Looking forward, Running Warehouse
has beefed up its marketing department
and web content team in the past year,
along with adding mobile while expanding
into Europe and Australia. And even more
challenges to growth remain.
“The next challenge is an incredibly difficult one — how do we make our website
more accessible to a greater audience,
specifically new runners?” Rubio says. “I
can see how new runners could visit our
site and be completely overwhelmed by
all of the data present.
“It can be a great experience for a seasoned runner, but an overwhelming experience for the novice runner. So how do
we enhance the new runner’s experience
without alienating the existing customer
base? That’s the challenge.”
No doubt, Running Warehouse has the
power to rise to that challenge. X

SELLING THE BEAUTIFUL GAME

Sign of the times: Eurosport transitions to Soccer.com.

T

o put it in the simplest of terms, Soccer.com has succeeded since being founded in 1984 for one reason — it
has refused to take its eyes off the soccer ball. Its power as a soccer specialty cataloguer and Internet seller
comes from doing one thing very, very well — better
than any competitors that have fallen off the pitch in the
past 30 years, better than the various companies it has purchased to
grow its own business, and certainly better than the small, specialty
soccer retailers that dot the sports retail landscape across America.
Sure, it has branched out into similar “next hot sports” such as lacrosse and rugby, but their impact on the company’s estimated more
than $200 million in annual sales pales in comparison to the sales generated by the 12 million catalogs it mails a year and its market-leading
Internet business.
With the well-know Eurosport name being re-branded in the past
years as part of the evolution of direct selling into Soccer.com – a
name it locked up way back in the early days of the mid-1990s (it also
owns lacrosse.com, but, alas, not Eurosport.com or the url for its rugby unit, Great Atlantic) – its parent company, Sports Endeavors, with
headquarters in Hillsborough, NC, has gone all-in on the soccer direct
selling game.
The early history of SEI and Eurosport is well documented – it was
the subject of a high school business project by founder Mike Moylan
and ran out of the Moylan family’s kitchen before growing in leaps and
bounds over the years – and the story revolves around the simple fact
that Moylan saw a niche and exploited it to the fullest.
Back in the late 20th century when soccer was first gaining a foot-
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hold in the American sports consciousness, serious players – including Moylan himself -- had few options for finding and buying their gear.
Games were televised from remote outposts in Europe, Mexico and
South America, few schools recognized it as a varsity sport and anything beyond an Adidas Copa Mundial was hard to find.
Into that void stepped a visionary Moylan, who decided that his
Eurosport (his mother came up with the name, belieiving there was
some obvious cachet in mirroring the most popular sport on that
continent) mail order catalog would carry only the best soccer products from all around the world. In order to graduate from high school
Moylan was required to do a senior project, so he created a business
plan for the mail order company he envisioned. According to SEI lore,
that plan was the first road map for the fledging business and became
the foundation for the success of Eurosport.
The first Eurosport catalog was mailed in the fall of 1984 — it was
24 pages and while 20,000 were printed, the first mailing went to only
6000 soccer players and friends. The office for the company was less
than 900-square feet, which included a retail space, a few desks to take
phone calls and a stock room to store products and process orders.
In 1984, the company had three full-time employees. Today, it has 300
full-time employees and more than 400 part-time and seasonal workers.
Even more telling, these days more than one million soccer, lacrosse and rugby players receive a catalog featuring 60,000 different
items each month.
“They have never taken their eyes off of the culture of soccer,”
is how one long-time observer of the company describes their suc-
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Major and minor brands all need
to be in the popular Soccer.com
catalog to be a legitimate player
in the business.

cess. Indeed, other than the rugby and
lacrosse expansions – both of which
were natural investments that grew out
of personal and professional relationships – SEI has explored expansions into
volleyball and baseball but declined to
make any moves.
Instead, its two most significant
moves that took it to the next level
started with the 2001 acquisition of its
biggest competitor at that point, a company called TSI Soccer, which was located right across town in Durham. At
that time it also decided to place a focus

on the team business, combining a team
catalog and website with an active sales
group.
Then in late 2005 SEI acquired its biggest online competitor, 365, Inc., based
in Birmingham, AL. 365 owner Bernard
Frei brought not only direct selling expertise into the SEI team, but also Frei’s
passion, rugby.
SEI did have a couple of retail stores
in its early years, primarily as a way to
get catalog-shy vendors to open them.
But even those were closed years ago
to, what else, focus on what it does

Its power also comes from its reputation as
somewhat of the bible of soccer product.
In the early days of direct selling, catalog
companies were shunned by vendors
committed to traditional retailing. But
through its laser-like focus on the sport of
soccer, Eurosport became the bible.
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best — direct selling of soccer product
through catalogs and the Internet.
Today, Soccer.com’s power comes
from its unrivaled position on top of
the soccer retail game. Every soccer
vendor large and small – and, of course,
Nike and Adidas dominate the product
selection for a brand-obsessed clientele
– looks to the Soccer.com catalog as a
badge of legitimacy.
And even though the company has
come under some criticism in recent
years charging that it does not offer
the same space to unknown brands as
it once did – much like the soccer business in general -- in the world of soccer
product, if a brand is not in the Soccer.
com catalog or online, it doesn’t exist.
Its power also comes from its reputation as somewhat of the bible of soccer
product. In the early days of direct selling, catalog companies were shunned by
vendors committed to traditional retailing. But through its laser-like focus on
the sport of soccer, Eurosport became
the bible. Today, even its retail competitors turn to the catalog and website for
a look at what’s the latest and greatest.
It’s the foundation on which the Soccer.
com brand has been built.
“Early on soccer specialty stores
hated Eurosport for all of the obvious
reasons,” recalls one retailer who has
competed with its giant direct competitors for years. “But over the years we
have reached sort of an understanding
that they are not going to cut the bottom out of the market, so we coexist.”
Soccer.com has always had a reputation
for being strict on margins and refusing
to become the low-cost seller.
Indeed, it has been reported that the
Soccer.com catalog has a longer shelf
life than Sports Illustrated (except for
maybe the swimsuit issue, of course).
Its team catalog, sent out twice a year,
hangs around on athletic directors’ and
coaches’ desks even longer. You can
bet even its soccer specialty retail competitors have a dog-eared copy laying
around somewhere in the back room.
Ultimately, in a market where smaller,
local soccer specialty shops are the
main source of quality product, Soccer.
com’s final piece of strength comes from
its sheer size. These smaller stores,
which depend on the local club scene,
have been outpaced by the growth of
these leagues and are just not able to
financially or logistically handle the volume of business. Into that void, once
again, steps Soccer.com. X
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Elections are won not only
in the trenches, but also
in so-called “battleground
states.” The race for supremacy in sporting goods
retailing is no different.
Sports Insight examines
five states where sporting
goods, outdoor and golf
specialty stores are likely
to battle it out. Actually,
six. We have decided to
count Utah-Colorado as
a single unit.
POPULATION ACTIVITY RATES
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97
Florida

Sources for statistics/data: U.S. Bureau of the Census ( 2015 population), National Federation of State High School Associations (2014-15 high school sports participation); and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention(Self-Reported Obesity Rates by State, 2014).

THE BATTLEGROUND STATES
TEXAS

FLORIDA
TALLAHASSEE

AUSTIN

Population: 27.5M, up 31.7% since 2000.
HS Sports Participation: Tops in the U.S.
with 804,598, including football.
Adult Obesity: 31.9%.

T

he Lone Star State, Academy
Sports + Outdoors’ home turf
since 1938, is likely to see greater
attention if reports of Sports Authority’s
complete withdrawal by closing all 25
stores, including nine in Dallas, is true.
Academy has 38 stores in its home market
of Houston, where Cabela’s will open its
sixth Texas store this year. Cabela’s already
operates a 185,000-square-foot store in
Buda and a 230,000-square-foot location
in Fort Worth. Dick’s has 22 stores across
the state, including locations in Dallas, El
Paso and San Antonio, and may opt to add
more if Sports Authority departs. Bass
Pro is entrenched with seven locations,
including Round Rock and Katy Mills.
Foot Locker intends to open its next five
Under Armour shop-in-shops, Armoury
at Champs Sports, inside Texas locations
this year.

Population: 20.3M, up 26.8% since 2000.
HS Sports Participation: Ninth at 267,954.
Adult Obesity: 26.2%.

S

ports retail direction in the Sunshine
State is somewhat difficult to gauge,
particularly since a large percentage
of its population gains are from a steady
influx of retirees. Still, weather makes it
ideal for outside activities year-round,
including golf and tennis for the senior set.
The corporate home of Sports Authority
before its merger with Gart Bros. in 2003,
Florida has more than 40 Sports Authority
locations, although five have been closed
in recent years in Orlando, Pensacola,
Tallahassee and Jacksonville (two) as Dick’s
has established a foothold with 28 doors.
Bass Pro has eight stores; Cabela’s none
and is unlikely to expand into the Southeast
any time soon. Always a good golf market,
PGA Tour Superstore has put down a stake
in Orlando as it moves to rapidly expand its
overall base over the next five years. Both
Dick’s and Academy seem intent on battling
head-to-head in the Orlando market.

TEXAS FACTS

FLORIDA FACTS

Has the largest herd of Whitetail Deer of any
U.S. state.

State’s High School Athletic Association
mandated the use of headgear for all girls’
lacrosse games and practices in 2015.

College football’s Heisman Trophy is named
for John William Heisman, the first full-time
coach and athletic director at Rice University in
Houston in 1924.

Islamorada is billed as the Sports
Fishing Capital of the World; Key Largo,
the Dive Capital of the World.
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IN SPORTING GOODS RETAIL
OHIO

CALIFORNIA

COLORADO / UTAH

SACRAMENTO
SALT LAKE CITY

COLUMBUS

DENVER

Population: 11.6M, up 2.3% since 2000.
HS Sports Participation: Fifth at 319,929.
Adult Obesity: 32.6%.

T

he Buckeye State has regularly been a
key indicator in presidential election
years. And despite its lack of huge
population gains or favorable, year-round
weather, that is likely to be the same in
sports retail. Cabela’s intends to open two
Ohio stores (Centerville in April and Avon
in August) this year. Dick’s Sporting Goods,
which has a state door count of about 40,
competes in Ohio against only two Sports
Authority locations (Dublin and Columbus)
but also regional players in MC Sports and
Alabama-based Hibbett Sports, which has 28
stores in Ohio. In outdoor, L.L. Bean, which
has been extending its brick-and-mortar
reach beyond New England in recent years,
has stores in Columbus and Lyndhurst. REI
has three Ohio stores.

Population: 39.1M, up 15.6% since 2000.
HS Sports Participation: 797,101 during the
2014-15 school year.
Adult Obesity: 24.7%

T

he Golden State, with its ideal weather
for a variety of sports, would offer huge
upside to Dick’s if Sports Authority
exits the western U.S. That possibility
surfaced after Sports Authority announced
it was shuttering its distribution center in
Denver and laying off all 72 employees there
in late April. With a longer history in the
eastern part of the country, Dick’s has built its
California store base up to 41 in recent years
and figures to add more locations if Sports
Authority exits. REI operates 32 locations in
California. Bass Pro Shops has four, including
a 180,000-square-foot store in Rancho
Cucamonga. Perhaps due to California’s
stricter gun regulations, Cabela’s has not
entered the state, with its closest door
adjacent to Lake Tahoe, CA, in Reno, NV.
Big 5 remains the local retailer of choice
for many, with the state holding the largest
concentration of its 438 stores.

CO: Population: 5.5M, up 26.8% since 2000.
HS Sports Participation: 20th at 128,600
Adult Obesity: 21.3%
UT: Population: 3M or 34% more than in 2000.
HS Sports Participation: 35th at 59,988.
Adult Obesity: 25.7%

O

utdoor activity dominates in this twostate region. Family-owned Scheels
is looking for a piece of the sporting
goods retail pie here, having already opened
a dual-level store in Sandy, UT and broken
ground for a 250,000 square foot location, its
27th store, in Johnstown, CO that will open in
2017. Of course, a Sports Authority exit from
its corporate home state would most certainly
shake up Colorado. Meanwhile, PGA Tour
Superstore is opening a store in Sandy, UT,
this year. REI already has nine locations in
Colorado and two in Utah. The Beehive State
is also the corporate home to The Sportsman’s Warehouse, which opened its second
Colorado store in Sheridan in September and
seventh in Utah in Heber City last May.

OHIO FACTS

CALIFORNIA FACTS

COLORADO & UTAH FACTS

Pro Football Hall of Fame in Canton since
September 1963.

University of Southern California and
Stanford University each sent 40 Olympic
athletes to the 2012 London Games, followed
by Cal-Berkeley, which sent 38.

One of three U.S. Olympic Training
Centers has been located in Colorado Springs
since 1978.

Ohio State has won the national championship
in Div. I college football eight times and had
10 undefeated seasons.
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First Winter X Games took place at Mountain
Resort at Big Bear Lake in 1997.

Utah became the fifth U.S. state to host the
Olympics with the 2002 Winter Games.
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Sizing Up U.S. Retail Chains
Who is growing? Who is shrinking? We chart the changing fortunes of major U.S. retailers.
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Data for the following retailers includes these combined nameplates: Sports Authority includes Sports Authority and S.A Elite; Foot Locker includes Foot Locker, Champs, Footaction, Kids Foot Locker, Lady Foot Locker and SIX:02; Genesco includes
Journeys Group and Lids Group; The Finish Line includes The Finish Line, TFL’s Macy’s Leases and RSG/JackRabbit Sports; Lululemon includes Lululemon and Ivivva. Data is based on most recent public filings and available industry information.

FULL LINE

TOTAL SQUARE FEET (000) / 2014 VS 2015

CY 2014

RETAIL
REGISTRATION
OPENS
APRIL1
June 9-10, 2016 / McCormick Place, Chicago
GREAT SPEAKERS INCLUDE:
ROBYN WATERS
Former VP of Trend,
Design and Product
Development at Target
“The Art of Tracking
and Translating Trends
into Sales and Proﬁt”

GRIFF LONG
VP of Operations,
Equinox

TESS ROERING
CMO at
CorePower Yoga

“Women’s Participation
and Activities in Health
Clubs and How It
Impacts Your Business”

“A Conversation with
Tess Roering of
CorePower Yoga”

TOM FLIERL
VP of Marketing &
Business Strategy,
Hanson Dodge
“The Future of Shopping
and the Active Woman’s
Path to Purchase”

Exhibitors Contact:
Beth Gordon
bgordon@formula4media.com
949-293-1378
or your account manager
Retailers Contact:
Mark Sullivan
msullivan@formula4media.com
646-319-7878

The Second Annual IRRA Summit / June 8, 2016
therunningandﬁtnesseventforwomen.com

